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Legislators: Ideas need funding

;

ROGER PERRY

Perry found
dead; autopsy
planned
Foul play is not suspected in
the death of Benton attorney
Roger William Perry, whose
body was found in his home
early Thursday morning, according to a Marshall County Sheriffs Department spokeswoman.
An autopsy is scheduled for
later today at the state Medial
Examiner's Office in Madisonville, said Lori Edwards, the department's public information officer.
The department received a
911 call at 8:14 a.m. from Perry's Salem Chapel Road home.
Edwards said.
Perry, 50, in September filed
a notice to oppose Mike Ward in
the commonwealth's attorney's
office race this fall. The office
represents Marshall and Calloway counties.
He represented Lana Phelps
of Benton, who was one of
seven people initially charged
with starting the September
1998 fire that killed a Hester
Residential College student.
Perry, a 1971 Murray State
University graduate, was a past
national president of the MSU
Alumni Association and was a
seven-year member of the association's board of governors.
He was an assistant commonwealth's attorney in 1976
and was a county attorney and
assistant county attorney for
Marshall and Calloway counties
from 1977 to 1981.
He had a private practice with
Tom Blankenship.

Mother who
hit teacher
sentenced
NEW YORK (AP) — A
woman who assaulted her
daughter's sixth-grade teacher
for giving the girl bad grades
has been sentenced to two
months in jail.
Brenda Smith, 45, could have
faced up to a year in jail and
a $1,000 fine for the attack
on Jamina Clay, 22, last June.
Smith was convicted of thirddegree assault in November.
Authorities say she attacked
Clay because the teacher had
given her daughter Nicole, then
12, several
unsatisfactory
grades on her r6"port card.
Prosecutors say Smith and
her daughter were arguing with
Clay at the school when Smith
punched Clay in the 'back and
held her from behind as her
daughter scratched Clay's face
and pulled her hair.
Other students called a
school security guard, who
broke up the assault and called
police.
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Today...Mostly sunny. High
45 to 50. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
around 30. Wind shifting to
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
tive bargaining to addressStaff Writer
ing the problem of indiSo far, this year's Kentucky General vidual health insurance
Assembly has yielded numerous ideas, but coverage.
few answers as to how to implement any
"His speech was well
of them, according to Calloway County's done," Buckingham said.
two legislators.
"He didn't leave too many
"It's going to be kind of like a puzzle," things unsaid:"
said Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray).
Ideas, however, cost
"You've got a lot of little pieces, but we've money, said Sen. Bob
got to try and make it look like one big Jackson (D-Murray), and
JACKSON
Patton will probably not
picture."
Gov. Paul Patton's State of the Com- be able to get everything on his wish list
monwealth speech Tuesday night outlined for this year.
an ambitious plan that ranged from collec"No one expects all these programs he

outlined to be impleprefer action on, but they're all going to
mented," Jackson said.
cost money."
"Right now, there's a
"Unlike 1998, this session is going to
small deficit being countbe long," Jackson said. "Any time the budged."
et is tight, we have to work harder to fund
Jackson estimated the
(projects)."
current deficit to be
One of the cornerstone's of Patton's
approximately $50 milspeech, providing the opportunity for the
lion to $100 million. The
state's 35,000 full-time public employees
last time legislators met,
to unionize, may not see the light of day.
they were working with BUCKINGHAM
"He's trying to regain some of the supa budget surplus.
port he lost in organized labor," Bucking"It's going to be a difficult session," ham said. "There's no support for it (colBuckingham said. "The governor has a very
large agenda that most legislators would •See Page 2

Fall trial
date set
for man
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A fall trial date has been schedulecL for _a, Hazel man whose
attempts to outrun authorities last
August left a sheriff's deputy with
a broken back.
Robert Arnett, 20, will stand trial
Sept. 22 on charges of first-degree
fleeing/evading police and firstdegree wanton endangerment, both
Class D felonies, as well as speeding and reckless driving violations.
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust scheduled trials for Arnett,
and an Olive Street man accused
of throwing a burning piece of
paper on his mother's bed,. during Dec. 28 court proceedings.
Calloway County sheriff's
deputies Darrin McCuiston and
Shawn Clere began following
Arnett along U.S. 641 South Aug.
16 after he allegedly ran a stop
sign in Hazel, according to court
records.
Arnett turned onto Tobacco
Road, but the deputies' car failed.
to make the turn and wrecked.
McCuiston, who is now with the
Murray Police Department, suffered
a broken vertebra.
Arnett was arrested two days
later.

• See Page 2

Committee to eye
enterprise zones
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Sen.
Bob Jackson worries that economic
gains in Kentucky'S enterprise
zones could be negated unless the
special status, with the lure of tax
breaks to attract business, is proTonged:-- --Jackson made a pitch to give
the 10 enterprise zones another
decade of life at a hearing before
the Senate Economic Development
and Labor Committee.
"It's been a very good program
for the most part. but there is still
a lot of work that needs to be
done in these counties," Jackson.
D-Murray, said Wednesday.
The enterprise zones have been
around in Kentucky since the 1980s
and encompass parts of cities large
and small, offering tax incentives
to attract businesses into the economically depressed areas.
Jackson warned that stripping
inner city neighborhoods and small
downtowns of their enterprise zone
status could prompt businesses to

DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo
FLYING NOT-SO-HIGH,..Kelsey Harrison, 9, (left) gets her
Star Wars kite aloft while her sister Tamara, 12, prepares to launch her Barbie kite Wednesday afternoon.

Wednesday.
Thousands remained without
power as temperatures dropped into
the 30s. State emergency officials
said shelters would be needed for
days.
"This is not something that is
going to be over in a week," said
Ann Dean, volunteer coordinator
for the American Red Cross.
About 110 people are being
housed at The Sportscenter in
Owensboro, a basketball arena
which has been converted into a
temporary shelter, either because

their homes were destroyed or
because they are without heat and
electricity. Dean said.
"The shelter will he open as
long as someone has a need,"
Dean said.
Dean said volunteers are being
hindered by downed power lines,
keeping them away from some areas
to offer assistance.
Utility crews are working 18hour shifts to restore electricity to
about 1,800 homes in the area.

• See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Voters may get another chance this
year to decide if the General Assembly should meet every year, an
idea they rejected in 1998.
And they could get another shot
at paring the number of elected
state officers, including state treasurer and the little-known railroad
commission, even though they have
consistently turned down that proposal as well.
But an entirely new proposal
for juggling the General Assentbly, by adding a new member to
the House and the Senate in order
to create an odd-numbered total
and potential for tie votes. May
be dead just as it gets floated.
House Speaker Jody Richards.
D-Bowling Green, was the champion of annual sessions in 1998.
but it lost 51 percent to 49 percent largely as a result of an
advertising campaign led by the

Clinton proposes
'simple' fix to
Social Security
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton says he is hopeful
he can get Congress to agree on
"a simple bill" to shore up Social
Security as part of his final.-year
legislative agenda.
Clinton emerged from a meeting Wednesday with Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D..
and House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt, D-Mo., saying he
believes the Social Security program. which faces insolvency by
2034 as baby boomers retire, can
be extended through a compromise that would devote interest
savings from the national debt and
the Social Security surplus to its
trust fund.
"If we just did that, a simple
bill, we could take Social Security out beyond the life of the baby
boom generation," Clinton said.
"If there is a willingness to do it.
I am certainly more than willing
to do my part and to meet them

1

II See Page 2

General Assembly
could meet annually

Patton seeks disaster relief
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton has asked federal officials to declare storm-ravaged Owensboro area, hit by a
tornado earlier this week, a disaster area.
Patton also declared a state of
emergency for the area and authorized state officials to respond to
assistance requests from local governments.
"We want to do all we can to
help those in need in the storm
damaged areas of western Kentucky," Patton said in a statement

move, taking with them the jobs,
and investment spurred by the tax
breaks.
One of two original enterose
zones is in Hickman, part of Jackson's district in far western Kentucky. The tiny Fulton, County
town will lose the status in 2003
unless lawmakers prolong the
zones. So will parts of Louisville,
the state's largest city, which joined
Hickman as an original enterprise
zone in 1983.
Other enterprise zones are in
Ashland. Covington, Owensboro,
Lexington, Knox County, Campbell County, Paducah and Hopkinsville. Those communities are
to lose their special status later
this decade unless there's an extension.
State law allows 10 enterprise
zones that last 20 years each. Hopkinsville was the last one added
in 1987. The designated areas offer

halfway on it."
Clinton revealed the Social Security idea as part of an overall legislative agenda for his final full
year in office. The agenda is focused
on a plan to fix crumbling schools
— the type of issue on which
polls say Democrats hold an advantage. even though Republicans have
tried to improve their image by,
among other things, supporting
added spending for schools.
"We can't expect our students
to meet high academic standards
if their schools don't even meet
high building standards." Clinton
said.
Otherwise. Clinton's agenda
consists mostly of efforts he pursued unsuccessfully last year, such
as hate crime legislation, gun
restrictions, a minimum wage
increase, a patient's bill of rights
and boosting Social Security and
Medicare.

Kentucky Farm Bureau and the
Kentucky Medical Association.
Both those influential groups have
now backed off from their strict
opposition.
Traditionally. the House and
Senate each agree, to honor the
other's amendment proposals. And
only four are allowed on the ballot at any one time.
With Republicans in control of
the Senate and Democrats in the
House, there will be some trading.
"If the Democrats agree to give
us what we want, we'll let them
have that one," said Sen. Albert
Robinson, R-London, chairman of
the State Government Committee
that will consider amendments.
Robinson said Republicans have
not settled on what amendments
they might like to see.

•See Page 2

Jobless
claims see
increase

DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photn
FINISHING UP.. Park foreman Brad Steele tries to saw
off the end of a bolt on a new flagpole in Central
Park Wednesday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
number of Americans filing new
claims for unemployment benefits rose by 33,000 last week, the
largest increase in a year. the government reported today.
'•
The Labor Department said the
number of new applications for jobless benefits clitnbed to 309.000
for the week ending Saturday. the
first time this figure has been
above the 300,000-level in 13
weeks.
But Labor Department analysts
stressed that the claims level is
often volatile during holiday periods and they cautioned against
reading too much into one week's
movement in jobless claims.
The gain of 33,000 for last
week was the largest since a jump
of 60,000 for the week ending
Dec. 26, 1998, also a period
around the Christmas holidays.
The nation's unemployment rate
wA at a 30-year low of 4.1 percent in November.
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Education official • Legislators ...
From Page 1
removed from board
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The
chairman of the state board that
oversees teacher certification and
polices the teaching profession was
removed after Gov. Paul Patton
learned of allegations that he violated state testing rules in his fifthgrade classroom.
The governor's office disclosed
Dec. 27 that Patton was replacing
-Tim Dedman,a Fayette County
teacher, on the Education Professional Standards Board.
Dedman has been an outspoken
chairman of the standards board
and is one of the state's most
prominent teacher activists as a
board member for both the Kentucky Education Association and
the National Education Association.
But he was removed after Patton's office learned that he was investigated.
During last April's testing, Dedman was accused of violating testsecurity rules in his classroom at
Arlington Elementary School. In
September, he agreed to undergo
-one day of test-ethics training in an'
agreement approved by the standards board. The board is responsible for sanctioning teachers who
break laws or administrative rules.
Dedman left the room when the

lective bargaining) in the House."
"That's an issue he's pushed
for a long time," Jackson said.
"This is not something there's a
lot of support for in the Senate."
Many of Patton's other proposals, such as returning money
from Kentucky's $3.45 billion share
of last year's tobacco settlement
to rural Kentucky and farmers,
have been met with support.
Others, however, have come up
long on idealism and short on immediate practicality.
For instance, while both Jackson and Buckingham have little
opposition to the governor's plan
to provide mandatory trash pickup to all Kentucky counties, neither has shown much support for
the proposed "bottle bill" that would
pay for it. That brings up the concern of unfunded mandates.
"The garbage pickup is one that's
out there," Buckingham said. "If
you pass the bottle bill, it's not
unfunded."
While issues like the bottle bill
are still uncertain, education and
health care costs are something
that every legislator, ineluding Jackson and Buckingham, has named

board voted on the agreement, in
which he maintained he did not
violate any test rules.
"The agreed order was signed in
an attempt to not have happen what
is obviously happening, the creation of a mountain out of a molehill," Dedman said in a statement
Wednesday after The Courier-Journal reported on the settlement. "It
acknowledged no wrongdoing on
my pan," the statement said.
On Dec. 21, a top aide to Patton
requested the investigative files on
Dedman, and the governor moved
quickly to replace him, The Courier-Journal reported.
The inueitigation last summer
by state Education Department officials focused on allegations that
Dedman and an aide in his classroom jotted notes after looking at
test questions!
Dedman said he scribbled some
math concepts on a notepad after
looking at questions, according to
records. He said he had intended to
use the notes to discuss how well a
substitute had covered math while
he was on an extended medical
leave, hut never had the discussion
and eventually threw away the
notes. His aide also described taking some notes and then throwing
them away.

• Trial

Zones ...

as being priorities for this year's
session.
Buckingham, who serves on the
House education committee, said
teacher training will be looked at
closely during the session. That
topic became even more timely
when Tim Dedman, chair of the
state board that oversees teacher
certification,' was removed from
his post.
"We're doing well at the high
school level, but not so well at
the middle school level," Buckingham said. 'Teacher training will
receive a great deal of attention."
Jackson, meanwhile, will be
pushing a bill he proposed that
would establish an independent
review board to evaluate the clinical basis used by HMOs and managed care plans to limit or refuse
services requested by patients or
their physicians.
"A lot of people support it," Jackson said. "I feel good about it."
Jackson and Buckingham will
also be working to secure funding for various local road projects.
Buckingham said one of his main
priorities is getting a project that
would turn the Highway 121 Bypass
into a ,five-lane from 12th Street

From Page 1

Officials arrest juveniles
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"I feel good about our chances
of getting that, but the tighter money
is, the less our chances are," he
said.
Jackson said he will be working to secure additional funding
for the new U.S. 68/80, which is
already in the six-year plan.
"It's too early to tell what will
happen with that," Jackson said.
Jackson said voting on bills
could begin as early as next week.
The shakeup in party affiliations in the Senate last year, however, could bring partisan politics
into play, even though Jackson
said 80 percent of the Senate's
work involves non-partisan issues.
"When it gets toward the end
of the session, there could be some
partisan-type issues," he said. "I
wouldn't say it's tense.- It's just
different."
In his speech Tuesday night,
Patton urged members of the Senate, which is now controlled by a
Republican majority, to work
together to avoid gridlock.
"Party affiliations will come
up," Buckingham said. "Nobody
knows what to expect." -

•• •

three sentences on marijuanaand/or alcohol-related offenses to:
In the other case, Foust set a
• Larry McCarty. 51, of Kenwood
--lunel trig date for John Rodney Circle, who got three
years for two
Scott, 52, of Olive Street, that counts of third-offense driving 1.thile
Staff Report
under the influence, one of which was
Wednesday and charged with third- will combine two cases.
Scott is charged with first-degree enhanced to a felony because his
Murray Ledger & Times
degree burglary and theft by unlaweudafigclincnt, a Class -13---1
Sheiiffs offrciats-have-arre-sted ful tatilig more than $300.
"
44"helthree male juveniles in connection
In other reports, deputies ar- felony, for allegedly throwing the 0.18 percent (0.275 percent), and thirdwith the Dec. 20 burglary of the rested Paul E. Myers Jr., 37, at his lit piece of paper on the bed of offense driving on a suspended license
in two separate incidents in late 1998.
Almo Country Store.
Wilkerson Road home Wednesday his mother, Virginia Scott, then
• John Bradley
75
and recovering from surgery North Fifth Street, Noffsinger, 36, of
Some of the estimated $800 on a probation violation warrant.
who received three
worth of cigarettes taken have been
Myers, who was jailed without last February.
years and had to pay $550 in fees
He is also charged with resist- for two counts of trafficking in Marrecovered, according to a Calloway bond, was originally charged with
County Sheriffs Department press fourth-offense driving under the in- ing arrest and alcohol intoxication ijuana within 1,000 yards of a school
release.
fluence and second-degree persis- for allegedly fighting with sher- and possession of drug paraphernalia.
iff's deputies responding to the Police found the drug, pipes, cash and
The three boys were arrested tent felony offender.
rolling papers last February after he
incident.
The other case against Scott, who twice sold pot to a police informant.
• George W. Gilbert Jr., 24, of Henis charged with second-degree burDOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?
derson, who got 2 1/2 years and had
=WI
glary, involved him walking uninto pay $550 in fees for trafficking in
vited into an Olive Street home marijuana within
Kumho • Michelin
1,000 yards of a school
near his and telling the three and possession of marijuana with intent
Bridgestone • Firestone
women living there how pretty to sell. State police, a sheriff's deputy
they were, according to court and a member of Murray State UniGeneral • Goodyear
records.
versity's Public Safety Department,
A police affidavit said Scott acting on a tip last March, found the
appeared to be intoxicated but not drug, scales, baggies and $473 cash
from alcohol and that several empty in a safe in his Hart Residelttial Col401 N. 4th St.
prescription bottles were laying lege room.
Foust ordered $425 of the cash
around his home.
762-0000
turned over to state police and the
In other matters, Foust issued
remainder to Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward's office.
CERAMIC TILE•COMP. TILE• VINYL•HARDWOOD•CARPET• CERAMIC TILE •COMP. TILE
In other cases, the judge also:
0
•
Dismissed without prejudice
•
cocaine-, LSD- and marijuana-trafficking charges against Cleston RusE
-<
sell Cannon, 31, of Lexington, at the
r•
request of Assistant Commonwealth's
Fel
<
•
Attorney Leah Cooper. Cannon, who
x
was scheduled to stand trial Jan. 21,
.
-1
had been charged with selling the
drugs at a Halloween 1998 party on
z
Cook Store Trail.
5
• Slated a Jan. 28 jrial for Betty
Lamb, 50, of Hazel, who is charged
with 31 corints of second-degree forgery, a Class D felony, for allegedly
altering $29,000 worth of checks made
-13
to'
to her by Effie Edwards of Hazel,
m
0
CL.
IX

to Coldwater Road into the state's
six-year highway plan.
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for whom she was caring between
Jan. 1997 and August 1998.
• Deferred a five-year -sentence for
Drew Thomas Acuff, 22, of North
12th Street, for five years on a charge
of theft by unlawful taking more than
$300. He must also pay $97 in court
o.

"$

0

took a $500 4-wheeler from the John
and Jennifer Williams home last June.
• Placed Justin Kimbro, 21, of a
Kentucky 121 South address, on five
year's probation after sentencing him
to five years for second-offense drug
paraphernalia possession and marijuana possession less than eight ounces.
He must also pay court costs- and amonthly supervision fee, as well as
get a substance abuse evaluation and
any recommended treatment. Kimbro
was underage when city police found
beer in his car, as well as marijuana,
a pipe bowl and rolling papers, last
April.
• Set Feb. 24-25 as trial dates for
Terry N. Todd, 48, of Bailey Road,
who is charged with second-degree
trafficking in methamphetamine,a Class
D felony; misdemeanor marijuana and
drug paraphernalia possession; and
misdemeanor receiving stolen property. Sheriff's officials reportedly found
more than five ounces of_meth, some
marijuana, scales, a bong and rolling
papers, as well as a 911 sign and a
'stop sign, in his home in June 1998:
• Set a Feb. 8 trial date for Keith
Williams, 29, of Hazel, who is charged
with two counts of theft by failure to
make required disposition of property
more than $300, a Class D felony.
He allegedly was paid $3,900 to fix
the roof of the Human Resources Solutions office on North Fifth Street in
November 1998, but only bought $2,200
worth of roof trusses, according to
court records. He is also accused of
accepting $11,491 from David and
Donna-Olive Stroup in April 1998 to
remodel their Hazel home, but only
doing $6,302 worth of work.
• Granted Rex Allen Stone, 40, of
Cherokee Trail, five year's probation
after issuing a five-year sentence for
third-offense driving on a DUI-suspended license. He was ordered to spend
30 weekends in jail. Stone's charge
came after a city policeman saw Stone,
who was on work release from the
Calloway County Jail on a DUI charge
and was not supposed to be driving,
at a bank drive-thru last May.

nom

From Page 1.
a host of state and local tax incentives to attract businesses into
neighborhoods with high unemployment.
Currently, about 2,400 businesses in those enterprise zones
receive tax benefits, said Phyllis
Bruning, director of the enterprise
zone program for the state Cabinet for Economic Development.
To qualify, existing businesses
must expand their capital investment or work force by 20 percent. New businesses must meet
employment requirements, hiring
one-fourth of its workers from the
ilocal area.
Jackson said small businesses
have been the main beneficiaries,
but large corporations in Louisville
and Lexington have also received
tax breaks.
Some committee members said
the enterprise zone program may
need fine-tuning.
Sen. Dick Adams, D-Madisonville, said the special status given
to a few western Kentucky •communities has made it difficult for
communities in his district to compete for new businesses.
Sen. Ernie Harris, R-Crestwood,
talked of"leveling the playing field"
for other disadvantaged communities that don't have the special
designation.
Another committee member,
Sen. David Boswell, D-Owensboro, suggested that communities
designated as enterprise zones come
under periodic review.
Jackson said he would support
ex andin the program__to_ includeother eligible communities and periodically reviewing progress made
in ,each enterprise zone.
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• General ...
From Page 1
Rep. Adrian Arnold, D-Mount
Sterling, chairman of the House
Elections
and
Constitutional
Amendments Committee, said an
annual sessions amendment this
year would probably have some
restrictions on the topics that could
be considered during the new meeting time.
As it is now, legislators meet
for a maximum of 60 working
days in even-numbered years. There
is a session in odd-years, but only
for a maximum of 10 days and
no substantive business can be
COnduCted. •
matters.
Sen. Marshall Long. D-Shetbyville, said Wednesday he may
offer a constitutional amendment
that would eliminate the office of
state treasurer and the Railroad
Commission and merie the currently elected commissioner'of agriculture into the governor's cabinet. Unlike some proposals in the
past, Long said he would leave
the office of secretary of state
intact as well as the office of lieutenant governor.
But Long was circumspect about
the chances for actually changing
the constitution, which requires a
three-fifths vote in both the Senate and House and approval by
the electorate in November.
A spokesman for new Treasurer Jonathan Miller refused to comment on the issue because there
was no specific proposal in legislative form.

•Patton ...
From Page 1
Gov. Paul Patton's order declared

states of emergency in Daviess, Crittenden and Webster counties. That
is the 'first step 1Tr11atflg the Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency declare a disaster in the
state, clearing the way for additional federal aid.
FEMA officials were expected
to be in the area today to assess
the damage.
The three counties were the
hardest-hit .by storms that rolled
through the state on Monday. The
storms caused damage in 34 counties

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
EVENING
Pick 3:
MIDDAY
3-2-2
Pick 3:
Pick 4:
3-2-5
8-3-7-9
Pick 4:
Cash 5:
6-8-9-14-22
Lotto:
22-26-13-34-39-42

A tornado tore a half-mile-wide
swath through the heart of Owensboro, damaging or demolishing
houses, businesses, apartments and
part of the Kentucky Wesleyan
College campus.
House Speaker Jody Richards,
a Wesleyan alumnus, said the sight.
was "sickening."
"One can hardly imagine, seeing the devastation, that there wasn't anyone killed," said Richards,
who surveyed the area at Patton's
invitation Wednesday mornitlg.
The city of Owensboro and
Daviess and Crittenden counties
declared local emergencies. That
gave local officials the authority
to take certain shortcuts, such as
procuring equipment without competitive bidding.
In Owensboro, at least 900 hous-es were damaged and more than
100 destroyed. About 35 businesses
were also damaged. Fifteen people were treated at an Owensboro
hospital.
The tornado leveled buildings,
turned over cars, uprooted large
trees and snapped utility poles.
Bob Carper of Owensboro Municipal Utilities said electricity was
unlikely to be fully restored for
five or six days.
In nearby Crittenden County, as
many as 100 houses were damaged. In Webster County, damage
was isolated but, where it occurred.
severe.
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Children take time to clevelop

Af.EA.44
Eurie Warren

Eurie Warren, 90, Coach Estates, Murray, died Wednesday, Jan. 5,
2000, at 6:16 p.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
A retired brick layer, he has also worked at Gene & Jo's Flowers in
Murray. He was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Doris West Warren, died Oct. 4, 1996, and one daughter, Mrs. Jo Brandon, died Dec. 7, 1994. Also preceding him in death were
two brothers, Connie Warren and Dake Warren. Born Sept. 28, 1909, in
Calloway County, he was the son of the late Prince Albert Warren and
Myrtie Jones Warren.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sue Lemmons and husband,
Mike, Murray; two sons, Ray Warren, Lynn Grove, and Charlie Warren
and wife, Beverly, Murray; a son-in-law, Gene Brandon, and a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Estelle Robards, both of Murray; eight glandchildren; eight
great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at I p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. William Dodson will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Hazel Allen Edwards

MOUREAN GEORGE

Mrs. Mourean
George

Mrs. Hazel Allen Edwards, 91, died Wednesday, Jan. 5, 2000, at 7:25
p.m. at Oakview Nursing HOme,..Calvert City.
Her husband, Artis (Jack) Edwards, died in September 1978. One son,
Mrs. Mourean George, 84, MurAllen Edwards, and five sisters, Jessie Burks, Oddie Wells, Floy Holland,
Jewell McCoy and Mary 0. Harris, all preceded her in death. Born April ray,•clied Wednesday, Jan. 5, 2000,
8, 1908, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late George Al- at 6:13 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
len and Emma Maupin Allen.
Her first husband, Carl Eldridge,
Mrs. Edwards had retired from Merit Clothing-Company, Mayfield,
.one son, Jimmy Eldridge, eight sisand was a member of Little CypresS-Baptist Church.
SurVivbrs include two sods,•J'aitieS R. Edwards and wife, Sue, Ciren- ters and three brothers preceded her
cro, La., and Aron T. Edwards and wife, Bonnie, Calvert city; one grand- in death. Born Dec. 13, 1916, She
daughter, Mrs. Wanda Edwards Reed and husband, Keith; Lafayette, La.; was the daughter of the late Halford
one grandson, Steve Edwards and wife, Linda, Fort Knox; two great- Camp and Ethel Burns Camp.
Mrs. George was a member of
grandchildren.
First Assembly of God Church in
Miller'Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Murray.
Survivors include her husband,
Norman George; five daughters,
The funeral for Mrs. Nora Jane Hale will be today at 2 p.m. in the Mrs. Linda Palmer and husband,
chapel of Millcr Funeral Home of Murray The Rev Kendriek I ewis_.na Edward; Kirksey, Mrs. Jimmy
Dr. Thomas Yoder will officiate. Music will be by Larry and Margie Woo- Yearry and Mrs. Rita Todd and
husband, Howard, all of Murray,
dall, singers, and Donna Roberts, pianist.
Pallbearers will be Greg Boggess, Clyde Hale, Jason Hale, John Hale, Mrs. Hazel Mills and husband,
Benny Harrell and Harold Hill. Burial will follow in the Temple Hill Robert, Carol Stream, Ill., and Mrs.
Judy Siepl and husband, John,
Cemetery.
Wheeling, Ill.; three sons, Glen
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Hale, 81, Radio Road, Almo, died Tuesday. Jan. 4, 2000, at 7:41 Eldridge and wife, Wanda, and
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Billy Eldridge and friend, Nell, all
_Murray,‘-and Thomas- Junior
Her husband;LITICS Lilburn -Hate, died in- two-. Also precediTig her in
death were two daughters, Dottie Hale and Linda Harrell, and one son, Eldridge and wife, Carmaleta,
Darrell Hale. Born Oct. 1, 1918, in Calloway County,tshe was the daugh- Puryear, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Helen Curd, Kirksey; 23 grandchilter of the late John W. Hill and Nancy Ann Towery Hill.
Mrs. Hale, a homemaker, was a member-of Temple Hill United Meth- dren; 35 great-grandchildren; two
great-great-grandchildren.
odist Church.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Judy Hale Smith, Almo; four
sons, Jerry Wayne Hale and wife, Joann, Almo, Stanley Rex Hale and p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Colewife, Linda, and Allen Warren Hale, all of Murray, and Phil Steven Hale man Funeral Home. The Rev:
and wife, Deborah. Dexter; 16 grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; sev- Dwight Wyant and the Rev. Robert
A. Mills will officiate. Burial will
eral great-grandchildren.
follow in the Barnett Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (ThursGraveside services for Fred Lee Bray are today at 11 a.m. at the Murray day).
- -Memorial Garctehg.—
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Ho-me is in charge of arrangemenis.
The infant son was stillborn Tuesday, Jan. 4, 2000, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his mother, Jessie Dugger Bray, his father, David
Bray, one brother, Christopher Lane Bray, two grandmothers, Mrs. Betty.
Cleaver and Mrs. Nellie June Simmons, grandfather, Gene Lamb,and two
XENIA, Ohio(AP) — Businessgreat-grandmothers, Mrs. Jennie Holland and Mrs. Motell Bray, all of
man-philanthrop
ist Ervin J. Nutter.
Murray.
for whom buildings at Wright State
University and the University of
Kentucky are named, died at his
home after a long illness. He was
The funeral for J.C. Gallimore will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Dale Gallimore will offi- 85.
Nutter had suffered heart probciate.
lems
that led to a series of strokes,
Grandchildren will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in the Founsaid his son, Bob.
dry Hill RLDS Cemetery.
"He'd had good recovery from
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Thurslast stroke,- Bob Nutter said.
the
day)and after 10 a.m. Friday.
•
V
Mr. Gallimore, 93. Hazel, died Monday. Jan. 3, 2000, at Henry County "He'd been home since early December and was up and talking, so
Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Former owner-operator of Gallimore's Restaurant at Hazel, he was an this was rather sudden."
Nutter died Wednesday.
Army veteran of World War II and a member of Foundry Hill RLDS
Nutter, a mechanical engineer,
Church.
His wife, Mrs. Almeta Driver Gallimore to whom he was married in founded Elano Corp. in Xenid,
1927, died in 1997. One son-in-law, Berthel Grooms, one sister, Carlie about 15 miles east of Dayton. In
1985, he sold his interest in the
Johnson, and two brothers, Fred and Rexford Gallimore, also preceded
him in death. Born June 8, 1906, in Puryear, Tenn., he was the son of the company, which fabricates metal
parts for jet airplanes.
late Bert Gallimore and Genie Atkins Gallimore.
Nutter was appointed by former
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Catherine Otr, Nashville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Bettie Grooms, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Vinci! Pennington, Paris, Mrs. Gov. James Rhodes to serve on
Margaret Halford, St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Linda Underwood and hus- Wright State's board of trustees,
band, Danny. Jackson. Tenn.; one son, Larry Gallimore and wife, Loretta. ani hcjonated momillan $1.5 milParis; one brother, Euel H. Gallimore, Memphis, Tenn.; 18 gradnchildren; lion to build the $34.5 million
36 greatifiridchildren; six great-great-grandchildren.
sports and entertainment hall at
Wright State that opened in 1990.

Mrs. Nora Jane Hale

•

•-•

Fred Lee Bray

Philarithr
-OpAgt:
busi▪ nessman
dead at 85

QUESTION: My two kids are
as different as night and day.
You'd never even know they
were born to the same parents.
One of them is having trouble in
school and the other is something of a superstar. I'm very worried
about the one boy. Do some kids
start out doing poorly and then
catch fire?
DR. DOBSON: Thank goodness they often do. Let me give you
an encouraging illustration.
Several years ago I attended a
wedding ceremony in a beautiful
garden setting. and I came away
with some thoughts about parents
who are raising- a child like your
boy.
After the minister had instructed
the groom to kiss the bride on that
day, approximately 150 colorful,
helium -filled balloons were released into the blue California sky.
Within a few seconds the balloons
were just scattered all across the
heavens, some of them rising hundreds of feet overhead and others
cruising toward the horizon.
A few balloons struggled to
clear the upper branches of the
trees, while the show-offs became
mere pinpoints of color on dieir
journey to the sky.
How interesting, I thought, and
how symbolic of children. Let's
face it. Some boys and girls seem
to. be born with more helium than
others.
- They catch all the right breezes
and they soar effortlessly to the
heights, while others wobble dangerously close to the trees. Their
frantic folks run along underneath.
huffing and puffing to keep them
airborne. It is an exhausting experience.
In short, I have a word of encouragement to you and all the parents of low-flying kids. Sometimes
-the- child who-has the -greatest trouble getting off the ground eventually soars to the highest heights.
That's why I urge you as paripts
not to look too quickly for the tierson your child will become.
** ** **
QUESTION: Do you believe
love at first sight occurs between
some people?

YES!
WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

J.C. Gallimore

FOCUS ON THE FAMILV

DR. DOBSON: Though some
readers will disagree with me,
"love at first sight" is a physical
and emotional impossibility. Why?
Because love is much more than a
romantic feeling. It is more than
sexual attraction, or the thrill of the
chase, or the desire to marry someone.
These are responses that can occur "at first sight," and they might
even lead to the genuine thing in
time. But those feelings are usually
temporary, and they do not mean
the person who experiences them is
"in love." I wish everyone understood that fact!
The primary difference between
infatuation and real love is where
the emphasis lies. Temporary romantic attractions tend to be very
selfish,in nature. &person may say,
"I can't believe what is happening
to me. This is the most fantastic
thing I've ever experienced! I must
be in love."
Notice that she's not talking
abouT the other persolf.-She's excited about her own gratification.
Such an individual hasn't fallen in
love with someone else; she has
fallen in love with love!
Genuine love, by contrast, is an
expression of the deepest appreciation for another human being. It is
an intense awareness of his or her
needs, strengths and character. It
shares the longings,' hopes and
dreams of that other'person.
It is unselfish, giving and caring.
And-believe me -These are -not-atti—
tudes one "falls" into at first, sight.
as though he were tumbling into a
ditch.
I have developed a -lifelong love
for my wife, but it was not something I fell into. I grew into it. and

that process took time. I had to
know her before I could appreciate
the depth and stability of her character - to become acquainted with
the nuances of her personality,
which I now cherish.
The familiarity from which love
has blossomed simply could not be
generated on "some enchanted evening, across a crowded room:"One
cannot love an unknown object, regardless of how attractive or sexy
or nubile it is!
** ** **

Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on the
Family. P.O. Box 444, Colorado
Springs, Colo. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.
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KENTUCKY LOTTERY
WINNER

KENTUCKY LOTTERY
LOSER

his 'Rocker'

Atlanta Braves Pitcher John
Rocker hit a grand slam in the
CAL'S THOUGHTS
political incorrectness game when
immigrants,
homosexhe
attacked
1.)
uals, single mothers, African AmerII It
icans, paroled thugs and New York
11111
CAL THOMAS
City in the same interview.
dill'
Rocker told Sports Illustrated,
'
Syndicated Columnist
11111
"Imagine having to take the (No.)
-011116111 _
7 train to (Shea Stadium) looking agers of President Clinton's Native American ancestry, is "a
Loc- ALlike you're (in) Beirut next to impeachment to "night riders" and pirnp... (who) looks good in a
some kid with purple hair, next said on NBC's Conan O'Brian headdress." The publisher apoloSO-1001to some queer with AIDS, right show that Rep. Henry Hyde (R- gized.
next to some dude who got out 111.) ought to be stoned to death.
CNN founder Ted Turner has
of jail for the fourth time, right
A New York Times story last said, "Christians are losers" and
next to some 20-year-old mom January quoted a liberal Manhat- once promised to replace the Ten
with four kids. It's depressing."
tanite who compared House Repub- Commandments with his own "ten
Of course, his remarks were licans to Nazis.
voluntary initiatives" because the
outrageous. Of course, he was
_ Numerous Democrats have CommandmenD_ ,4119.we_d
no
Wrong,°inserisifisie and bigoted: Of• claimed that Republican policies, "amendment
procedure."
• f3.6 .1
course, he should not be fired,- from proposed spending cuts
to
Turner apologized for making
traded or penaltzed. He has a First revisions in
environmental law, Pope .hohn Paul II the butt of a
Amendment -right to make a fool
would lead ta_the deaths_ of_ thou, Polish joke, Turner-owns the same
of himself.
sand of citizens. Democrats can Atlanta Braves for which John
The response to outrageous
calf Republicans all sorts of names Rocker plays. It would be unfair
speech ought not be silencing the
and accuse them of all sorts of to penalize Rocker and do nothspeaker, but encouragement of more
things without paying a price ing about Turner.
speech. A fool does himself in
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
because the press gives them a
Cincinnati Reds owner Marge
when he keeps speaking
campaign television ad wasdev. -free
pan:
Schott
- was -suspended- from Major
WASHINGTON
TODAY
He does more damage to himastating for its simplicity: Two
White House spokesman Joe League Baseball for one year for
self
than
any
penalty
which
might
hands tearing up a Social Securi,.... be imposed on him. In fact, such Lockhart equated the nation's making anti-religious and racial
ty card.
penalties can make him a hero largest Protestant denomination, slurs in a private conversation that
That was nearly 36 years ago,
,
and martyr to hate groups and do Southern Baptists, to -hate groups was overheard and reported to the
against Republican Barry GoldWALTER MEARS
little to bring the offending indi- because they believe they are com- press.
water, who proposed that Social
Associated Press Writer
Suspending or trading John
vidual to a point where he might manded to convert people of other
Security be made voluntary and
religions.
Rocker
will not change his views.
was accused of trying to destroy
"I'm not going_to get into going Social SecuriAy ta \es than in income see the error of his ways.
I1uueMinority-hader
It
will
Dick
y haidii titcili. A betThere
is,
and
has-been
for
years,
the system.
down the whole list of possibili- taxes.
Gephardt in 1997 referred to then- ter strategy would be for those on
a
double
standard
when
it
comes
Ten presidential campaigns later, lies," Bradley said. Gore said that
Bush has said that as president,
voluntary or private savings options as president he would guarantee a he would risk political capital, and to speech. The vilest things now Speaker Newt Gingrich and his the receiving end of his slurs to•
are on the Republican table, debat- solution, and without raising the take whatever hits might come in enter our living rooms through tel- fellow conservatives as "trickle- go to him and kill him with kinddown terrorists who base their agen- ness, confounding his stereotypes
ed but not denounced as system- benefit age.
the polls, to take the steps need- evision. Producers say if you don't
_
breakers. The leading GO? candiRepublican candidate Steve ed to guarantee future benefits. like it, turn it off. But they are da on division, exclusion and fear." of them.
A changed heart is a much betquick to pounce on those who say If a conservative said something
dates favor private investment Forbes proposes a remodeled sys- Then, not now.
like that about a Democrat, he ter solution than a silenced mouth
plans, as partial or even full alter- tem in which workers could stay
The objective in a campaign is things offending their sensibilities
would be called uncivil, harsh and and a mind that harbors the same
natives to the current system.
in Social Security or opt for per- to build political capital, not spend and the protected classes.
angry thoughts that become mulActors, most of whom are lib- mean-spirited.
The Democrats oppose taking sonal retirement accounts. They It.
Media
people
are
no
better.
tiplied when the people 'he thinks
eral,
have
said
all
sorts
of
horrimoney out of Social Security rev- could put up to two-thirds of their
And getting down to details on
enues to go into individual accounts. Social Security taxes into their §ocial Security is a sure way to ble things about conservative Denver Post columnist Diane Car- he hates - but probably doesn't
Republicans without penalty. Alec- men wrote tha_t_Sen. Ben Nighthorse even know - hit him with a bean
Vice President Al Gore and-Bill own accounts.
.
spend it.
Bradley have defrated the Social
That sounds a bit like the old
The only way to get to a long- Baldwin compared the House man- Campbell, Colorado Republican of ball.
..cecurity issue, _although their_ posi, Goldwater .proposaL
would like term solution;l3rad1ey said, "is if..
tions are similar, inaiiding their to suggest one Change, that Social
you have a leader who's going to
promises to lead the way to long- Security be made voluntary,' that
be able to push a bipartisan
term solutions, without venturing if a person can provide better for
approach to the problem and get
detailed terms. They both favor himself, let him do it,- GoldwaJan. 1
out major problems from the much feared Y2K
people around the table to decide
using budget surpluses to shore ter said in 1964, stirring one of
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, on politics in 2000: computer glitch, in which computers may read the
how we're going to get there."
up financing of benefits when 'a the issues tliat hit him in the elecThis is the beginning of a year in which pol- date of 2000 as 1900.
Bradley said that's what hapswelling retirement-age generation tion he lost to Democrat Lyndon
itics will dominate much of the news and conThe first indications- of good news came on
pened
in
1983,
when
the
system
begins straining the system.
B. Johnson's landslide.
versation.
New Year's Eve, as the first countries to experiwas
reformed
to
criward
off
a
Republicans generally favor that,
Conservative Gary Bauer, who
The nation will choose a new president; the ence the new year — such as New Zealand and
too, although they differ on how advocates a 20 percent cut in sisin financing. "We . got people
state, a U.S. senator ,and governor. And Republi- Russia — reported smooth transitions.
around
the
table,
Republicans
much of the surplus to reserve for _Social Security taxes-so people
cans and Democrats will wage a fierce battle to
But the best news for many investors may just
Social Security. Gov. George W. can make their own investments, DemCTSK-and came up Withando- a
control the state House of Representatives.
be ahead: Many financial analysts expect the stock
solution,"
he
said.
Bush proposes a tax cut that would said the Forbes plan would jeopPolitics may not capture everyone's attention market's strong finish to plow into the new year
Ronald Reagan was president
use much of the projected sur- ardize benefits. Forbes insists his
since
so many have soured on the subject. Yet the as Y2K anxieties fade away. ...
plus. Sen. John McCain wants to plan is sound and affordable, and at the time, and signed the overcontest to succeed President Clinton will be one
Officials warn, however, that there still may be
haul
bill
he
said
lifted
a
dark
put 62 percent of the surplus into that under it, future workers can
of the major events of 2000.
some hitches, particularly for thousands of small
cloud
from
Social
Security
—
a
Social Security financing.
gain greater returns and "retire
And as the year begins, the conventional wis- businesses that held off fixing their systems or
President Clinton proposed the with far more than they ever could system he once had assailed as
dom
remains that Texas Gov. George W. Bush and simply decided to do nothing and see what hapsame thing, but McCain said he receive under the current system." "the flagship of the liberal cause."
Vice President Al Gore will contend for the White pened.
(During
his
first
presidential
camisn't deliVering.
Bush and McCain favor more
House.
But such reports are a far cry from many doomThen again, nobody has. Social limited individual account plans, paign. in 1976, Reagan's mention
Conventional
wisdom,
however,
often
is
off
the
sayers
and their panicky predictions.
'
-Security financing was supposed putting part of the 12.4 percent of the possibility that Social Secumark. Upsets by challengers GOP Sen. John McCain
rity
funds might be invested in
to be on the agenda for action in payroll taX into personal accounts
and former Sen. Bill Bradley, a Democrat, are
Jan. 3
-before the campaign sea- in the stock market or other secu- industry drew an opposition chohardly'beyond reason.
Austin (Texas) American-Statesman, on Y2
rus, one GOP critic accusing him
son. Nothing was done, so the rities.
In our state, Gov. Gary Locke is expected to "OK":
problem will be waiting for the
On taxes, incidentally. Goldwa- of "wild-eyed socialism:: Reagan
seek a second term, so most of the speculation
Chaos never materialized, and the frenzy was
next president, in 2001.
ter,said in 1964 that Social Secu- backed off, saying he'd never sugnow is about who his opponent will be. But a so contained that the New Year's celebration all
The candidates to be that pres- rity levies would eventually exceed gested putting Social Security funds
more interesting political fight in 2000 will be for the world around appeared more conventional than
ident all pledge to keep the'sys- income taxes on most Americans. into the stock market.
control of the state House.
millennial.
tem sound, while avoiding dis- His critics scoffed. It happened.
It isn't a far-out idea now. ClinDemocrats and Republicans now are tied at 49
The thousand-year party was muted by the fears
cussion of the politically distaste- 'Indeed, Forbes says three-quarters ton proposed it, unsuccessfully, to
seats apiece. With the Dems ,predicting they'll hold that the doomsayers had been peddling throughout'
ful steps that might require.
of Americans now pay more in Congress this year.
the governor's office and continue control of the the last years of the 20th century. ThOse fears
state Senate, they have set their sights on retak- were unfounded, it happily turned out, and the
ing the House. ...
beginning of the year 2000 was rather ordinary.
WELL,OKAY, Tl-ie
ouR wA,RNiKx.,s A6007
The contests for legislative and congressional
Many cities, Austin among them, celebrated with
ofsRuPTiorsis 'NJ Pot-Art,
seats likely will _dampen the chances of making public parties, dazzling light shows, extravagant
Y2K PRo8LEms
LoATER AND FOOD SUPPLY
major progress on such top issues as salmon recov- fireworks and popular music. But stirring Y2K
NEVER MATERIALIZED
(-JERE JUST q FAL.3S ALARM
ery. new Northwest electric power resources and, fears into the festivities celebrating a new millenwithin the state, tax policy and transportation.
nium had a sobering effect.
Whether in Washington, D.C., or Washington
It's hard to be uninhibited while looking over
state, most politicians will have one eye on the your shoulder to make sure everything's still all
campaign trail as they position themselves to face right.
the voters. The new year, then, promises sound
Now that the end-of-the-world scenarios —
and fury on the political stage, but not a whole human and silicon alike — have passed into hislot of action.
tory, looking ahead to the new century is exciting. Optimism about tomorrow is high because the
Jan.
possibilities are limitless.
T
4
Florida Times-Union, on
It's virtually assured that in the years to come
(Jacksonville),
Y2K bug:
mankind will explore other planets, develop gene
What a relief.
therapy and continue to extend the average life
After months of doomsday predictions and preach- span. ...
ings about the perils 41„the coming year 2000, the
At first light, the 21st century's horizon is glowA 8AcKLAN Ligic-N, IF
AND NOW ALL OUR TALK
Y2K
bug
has
more
ing
with promise and bright with the hope that
turned
be
about
hype
out
to
SEVERE £N01614, COULDDi5R0PT
ABOUT Y2K DISASTER CoULD
than bite.
peace and prosperity are not ideals but possibiliPowER,QATER AND FooD surPoEs I
CAUSE A iNIAJoR aqcKLASH .
U.S. and foreign banking systems opened with- ties.
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The unresolved issue
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Letter policy...
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Letters must he brief. We
reserve the right to condense
or reject any letter.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040. Murray, Ky. 42071. They
may also he faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mit @murrayledger corn
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Don't forget about the Make A Difference Day on Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the Murray State University Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot off Highway 121 Bypass. It is always exciting
to see the many volunteers lined up to receive the many items donated.
This is a special day for the Murdy Family Resource Center,
Calloway County Family; Resource Center, Calloway County Middle School Youth Services Center and Calloway County High
School Youth Services Center.
Also other organizations and drives participating include United
Way of Murray and Calloway County, Murray Lions Club for eye
glasses, WATCH for aluminum cans, Need Line, etc.
Residents are asked to remove bows, ribbons, foil paper and
plastic from Christmas wrappings so the paper, tissue and cardboard can be recycled. Also newspapers should be separated from
regular paper. Also collected will be recyclable plastics, glass and
used clothing.
Another special free service on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury, 701 Main St., Murray, will be the
checking of child safety seats by technicians from the Governor's
Drive Smart Kentucky Program and Kentucky Vehicle Enforcement.

CZECH CANDY - Rachel Adams, a fourth grader at Southwest Elementary School, shares candy brought to her by
her grandfather, Larry Mayfield from his visit with friends
in the Czech Republic. Mayfield brought the candy to members of the gifted and talented class who share international news each week. Mayfield, a retired banker from
Owensboro, visits friends in Czech Republic each December.

BIRTHS
Madison Marie Gupton

Thorn fund established
Green Plain Church of Christ has set up a fund for Hattie Thorn. 9
months, daughter of Mike-and Jenny Thorn.--Haliie is receiving treatment for cancer. Those desiring to contribute can send a check earmarked for Hallie Thorn Fund to Green Plain Church of Christ, 3980
Murray Paris Rd., Hazel, KY 42049.

Project Graduation meeting
A meeting for all senior parents of the class of 2000 of Calloway
County High School will be Monday at 7 p.m. at the CCHS cafeteria.
Nancy Dyeus; courdin•tur,-urges- all- parents to attend TO-support this
special project for the class of 2000.

Mr. and Mrs. Ron Gupton of 1081 Parker Rd., Kirksey, are the
parents of a daughtet- Madison Marie Gupton, born on Wednesday.
Dec. 15, 1999, at 3:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds two ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Carrie Watkins.
Grandparents are James and Pat Gupton of Kirksey. Dean and. Debbie Thomas of Paducah, and Richard Watkins of Hazel.
Great-grandparents are George Gupton of Kirksey, Raymond and
Kathryn Bynum of Murray and Effie Watkins of Hazel. A great-greatgrandmother is Mrs. Mary Bynum of Murray. -

Mary Claire Hall

TOPS meeting is tonight
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Ky. #469, Murray Chapter, will
meet tonight.(Thursday) in the annex of the Calloway County Public
Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 .m: with the meeting to start at
7 p.m. All visitors are invited. TOPS is a non-profit organization dedicated to those interested in weight loss.

Writers'Potpourri changed
Writers' Potpourri which meets monthly on the second Saturday of
the month has changed its meeting to Jan. 22 at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The library will be closed from Jan. 8
through Jan. 17.

Fire District No.5 will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 5 will meet Sunday at
3:30 p.m. at the No. 5 station near Kirksey. This is for all residents in
the Kirksey and Lynn Grove area.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued by the Murray Family Resource
Center for a king size mattress and box springs for someone with a
back problem. Any one having either of these to donate please call the
center at 759-9592.

Bluegrass music on Friday
Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present Live Bluegrass
Music on Friday at 8 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, Poplar and
south Seventh Streets, Murray. Special guests will be the Barren River'
Boys. Admission is free. JPFOB is a non-profit organization dedicated
to the preservation of bluegrass music in this area.

Jon Mark and Patti Hall of Evansville, Ind., are the parents of a
daughter, Mary Claire Hall, born on Sunday, Aug. 29, 1999, at 1 a.m.
at a hospital there.
The baby weighed seven pounds and measured 20 inches. A brother is Nathan Hall.
Grandparents are Mrs. Jane Hall and the late Jim Hall of Murray
and Mrs. Helen Beyerle and the late Garland Beyerle of Louisville.

Kaitlin Michelte Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Harris of Terre Haute, Ind., are the parents of
a daughter, Kaitlin Michelle Harris, botn on Monday, Dec. 27, 1999,
at the Regional Hospital there.
The baby weighed nine pounds 15 ounces and Measured 22 inches. The mother is the former Tracey Eldredge. Two sisters are Elizabeth, 5, and Lauren, 21 months.,
Grandparents are David and Judy Eldredge of Murray, Claude and
Carolyn Hinmen of Symsonia and Garry Harris of Paducah.

Lanclan Churchill Ross

Mi. and-Mrs. Todd Ross of Murray are the parents of a son, Lan-daTr -Churchill Rots, bom On -Monday, Dee:- 20, 1999, af BapTist Froi:
pital, Nashville, Tenn.
The baby weighed:seven pounds 12 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Molly Imes. A sister is Maddie, 5 1/2.
Grandparents are Kenny and Mary Beth Imes of Murray, Dean
Ross of Vienna, Ill., and Molly Lamb of Dover, Tenn. .
Great-grandmothers are Martha Farris and Maxine Beale, both of
Murray, and Catherine Ross of Lebanon, Ind.

Couples Bridge is planned
Oaks Couples Bridge will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at the Oaks Country
Club. This is open to all interested club members. Hosts will be Richard and Rita Huddleston, phone 753-2959.

7excvelin6 7)aif

Republicans will meet Friday

71 •••••••••••••

Pageant on Jan. 14
A Valentine Beauty Pageant and Baby Contest will be Jan. 14 at the
Ramada Inn of the Kentucky Dam area. Registration will be from 6 to
6:45 p.m. with the event to start at 7 p.m. Contestants may wear Sunday
best or pageant wear. Girls' age groups will be 0 to II months, 12 to 23
months, 2 to 3 years, 4 to 5 years, 6 to 8 years, 9 to II years, 12 to 15
years, and I6-up (married or single). Boys' age groups will be 0 to 2
years, 3 to 5 yeah and 6 and- up. Trophies and other awards will be
given. For information call 1-270-797-4964 or 1-270-240-0667.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

Harlem Globetrotters to be here
The Harlem Globetrotters will be at the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center on Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets are available
at the RSEC Box office, usual outlets or call 762-5555. For group sales
call 762-5577.

7534227

ALL REMAINING CHRISTMAS ITEMS

7S

Sale Ends Sunday,.lanuary 9111

Pierl imports
UNIVEIRS1ITY PLAZA • ON (7111.;STti I I. til
4:00 - 6:011 • St

ti riles y 51.-1111 -

)ockrold*ncribe

•

CHRISTMAS SALE

punch 100a,z $149"
punch150az $19999
Custom Installation - 3 Year Warranty

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center • Chestnut St.•Murray.753-0113
NEW AND USED COMPACT DISCS-('AR STEREO - SINCE 1976

Every Friday Night

Et4.11\14.G•Co
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%,75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Ever Weeek

•Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
Large Inventory of
Residential & Commerical

• New unit sales •Service for most brands •Bags for most brand.,
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity
209 S. 3rd St. • 753-5341

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

Sat., jam.8

Calloway County Republican Party will meet Friday at 7 p.m. in the
meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library. The change in
meeting date is changed because the library will be closed for inventory
next week. All interested persons are invited to attend.

NOW REDUCED UP TO

FIELD TRIP - The Regional Alternative Education Center
recently took a field trip to Land Between the Lakes after
studying a science unit on "Animal Life." The RAEC is
composed of students from the school districts of Murray,
Calloway County. Mayfield and Graves County. Adults, pictured with students are, from left, Charles Parrott, instructional assistant, Darra Benson, teacher, and Joe David Smith,
principal. Not pictured are Connie Ham, teacher, and Howard
Finely, principal.

I • MI'It li.‘V

• Sit'tatty 1:00 -

6 •
•
•
Theatres •
•
•
•
1008 Chestnut St.
•
Matinees Friday-Sunday
•

•
•The Talented Mr. Ripley •
•R - 1:00 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:45 •
•Galaxy
•
Quest
•
•
•PG - 1:25 - 3:30 - 7:25 - 9:30 •
"Any Given Sunday •
•
•
•R - 1:25 - 7:00 - 10:00 •
"Man On The Moon •
•
•
•R - 7:15 - 9:40
•
•Stuart Little
•
•
•
•PG - 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:25 •
•
•
•Bicentennial Man •
•PG - 1:05 - 3:35 - 7:05 - 9:35 •
•
•
•The Green Mile
•
•
•
•R - 1:30 - 7:30
•
•
•Toy Story 2
•
•G - 1:00 - 3:20
•
••••••••••••••
• Program Ihformation •
•
•
Call 753-3314
••••••••••••••

TERM

X ,-NTAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

5.00%

$1000

9 Months

5.50%

$1000

12 Months

6.00%

$500

18 Months

6.25%

$500

60 Months

5.65%

$500

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
January 5, 2000.

pm"

411110K1r—t

Serving Murray-Calloway County
Since 1914
\ft MIII Pt ttTh

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
•
'zto
.
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SUBSCRIBE
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The selection is the hottest in town,
but the prices are a breeze to afford
all this month...SAVE 30 to 67%!

Compare at'5
99

Contemporary
bustleback, casual styling
padded
with
luxurious
arms and
With the deeply
comfortcushioned
seat
ot a
chal,Q-

e
EXTRA VALUE

63% OffiGun Cabinet

$140
Compare at $399
Traditional display 5 guns.
Wood grain finish with beautiful
etched glass door!

INCREDLBLE BUY

50% Off!
Queen Sleeper

449
Compare at '899

Handsome casual
headrest back soft styling with
arms and queen padded flared
-size mattress
inside to
comfort guests

Our custom credit plans let your breathe easier.
Ask for details!

0111:0CZAVcrrEit's
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-6 • Sat. 9-5

759-4522

irrirammr.00.01b.ilmlboomilliert

* Wit1-1 Ike Help Of These
'74c:J
'
PH 90c4f9
Jome 4aflie ftaH

‘c‘y .0? eeaoe a *eat ett2. "

SEE US FIRST
FOR ALL YOUR
BUILDING, PLUMBING AND
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Family Owned & Operated Since 1933

Trina S. Lasater

(270) 759-2197
100 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071

500 S. 4th, Murray •(270) 753-6450

Cain
9
S0
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP FIVE STAR

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY 00 p 0 p
W.11 prove It

Ernad 2calns4cablecomm-ky net
(270) 753-6448 •(270) 753-6670 FAX

SUPPLY COMPANY
r 1-.T.rdwn'e Elec•rIcOlc,H

1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass • Murray, KY 42071
. (270) 759-1116 - Office
(270) 759-1117 - Fax Line

Pr:fewcno

206 East Main St.• Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3361

744, veaT,

ife

4:1e,K9 to

Tideüc otvee."

• History • Art • Geography
• Science Fiction • Biography...
Explore Your Local Library!

How Banking Should Be
Member FDIC
1000 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY
(270)753-5626

*0,

or make time
to enjoy my
present one!

Dixieland Ctr. • Murray •(270) 767-9744

Calloway County
Public Library
710 Main St • 753-2288

Call For Our
Great Vacation
Package Specials!

301 N. 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
(270) 753-4646
800-592-3017

118 West Broadway
Mayfield, KY 42066
(270) 247-8747
800-457-1599

Since 1928
701 Main St.• Murray, KY
(270) 753-5273

Hopkinsville
Federal
Savings Bank
Visit or call our office at
608 Main St. • Murray

753-7921

- • A.,
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Van Haverstock

Lady Racers
like how
2000 OVC
shape up
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
So far, Y2K has given new life
to the Murray State women's basketball team, which was bugged
by inconsistent defensive play and
second-half collapses in 1999.
In Monday's 72-62 home win
over Belmont, the Lady Racers
(3-8, 1-1 in Ohio Valley Conference play) limited a Lady Bruin
squad that was shooting 50.1 _percent from the field and 42.4 percent from 3-point range to just
41.3 percent from the floor and
16.7 percent behind the arc.
Then, after leading by as much
as 15 points in the first half, MSU
survived a pair of Belmont _rallies, eventually turning a slim twopoint margin_ with 4;20 to play
into a nine-point cushion with 1:31
left in cruising to the victory that,
snapped the Lady Racers' second
four-game losing streak of the sea_ ,son.
--Couple Murray State's stellar
performance to open the millennium with the fact that just two
OVC teams - defending conference champion Tennessee Tech
and Middle Tennessee State - own
overall records at or above .500,
and you've got a very upbeat
Lady Racer club heading into Saturday's 4 p.m. visit with Tennessee-Martin (2-9, 1-1), last year's
league runner-up.
After the trip to Martin, MSU
will have three straight OVC home
games at the Regional Special
Events Center, but junior forward
Monika Gadson knows she and
her teammates can't look past the
Lady Skyhawks.
"Looking at the game Monday,
we feel very confident about going
into conference play, but we can't
settle for what we did Monday,"
said Gadson, who scored 11 points
and pulled down a career-high 18

III See Page 9

Saints fire
Ditka after
3-13 season

Camara clicks 'Cats
past Georgia Tech
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— With
Kentucky heading into Southeastern Conference play, coach Tubby
Smith knows he needs 6-foot-11
forward Jules Camara fully
involved.
And Camara showed he's ready
to contribute, snapping out of a
month-long slump by scoring 15
points in Kentucky's 80-71 win
Wednesday over Georgia Tech.
Rumors had been flying about
Camara since Smith switched to
a smaller starting lineup and
benched Camara, who had started
the season's first eight games.
There was talk that Camara was
unhappy about not starting, speculation that the native of Senegal
would transfer. Going into Wednesday's game, he had scored just
eight points in Kentucky's last three games.
After he tied his career-high
for points against the YellowlackBACK FOR THE ATTACK:
Kentucky
forward
Jules
Camara, shown in a game
against Maryland, scored 15
points off the bench to lead
the Wildcats past Georgia
Tech 80-71 Wednesday in
Louisville.

ets, though, Camara denied he ever
thought about leaving.
"I haven't been worrying about
it," he said of his benching. "It's
just made me work harder. I knew
the game would come to me."
"I don't think there's anybody
in the country sitting the bench
and being happy," he added. "I
wasn't happy, probably, sitting on
the bench, but that's part of the
game. He (Smith) was doing the
best for the team. Because we
were winning, you vitt-I-complain
on the whole."
The Wildcats now have won
five straight games since the lineup change, which came after the
Wildcats lost four of five and
dropped out of the top 25 for the
first time in nine years.
- - Against'Georgia Tech,,Kentucky
led most of the way but never
quite shook the Yellow Jackets,
who rallied from nine points down
in the first half to take a fourpoint lead early in the second half.
Tech lost that lead but refused
to let Kentucky string together a
game-ending run until the final
seconds.
"I thought we played a good
ballgame, with a chance to win,"
Tech coach Bobby Cremins said.

Rams' Warner
named MVP
By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Last winter, Kurt Warner was
an obscure quarterback available in the expansion draft.
The Cleveland Browns could have had him for next to
nothing.
' On Wednesday, Warner was selected the NFL's Most
Valuable Player by The Associated Press: If the, Browns
or anyOne else. want him now,_ well, forget it. _He's_ not_ _
available.
"Kurt is an example of what a team player is all
about," St. Louis Rams coach. Dick Yermeil said. "He's
not about individual things ou.in this for individual
awards."
Yet Warner received the most significant individual
honor in pro football, joining the likes of Brett Favre.
the only three-time recipient: Joe Montana: and many
other quarterbacks with Hall of Fame credentials.
That Warner would . be in such a position is astonishing. A refugee from NFL Europe, where he led the
league in passing, and a three-year starter with Iowa of
Arena Football, not even Warner could imagine the kind
of season he had.
.Warner joined Dan Marino .as the only NFL players
with at least 40 touchdown passes. He completed-325-6f
499 passes (65.1 percent) for 4,353 yards and had just
13 interceptions. His 109.2 rating easily led the league
as he helped engineer .the Rams' turnaround from 4-12
to 12-3 and a favorite's role in the NFC playoffs.
He was a questionable backup in training camp before
Trent Green. signed as a big-money free agent, wrecked
his knee.
"I thought we could be successful," Warner said, "but
to think in training camp that it would happen for me
this way was pretty farfetched. They were not. sure what
they would 'clo going in. they had some questions if I
EYES ON THE PRIZE: St. Louis quarterback Kurt Warner won The
Associated Press' NFL Most Valuable Player award Wednesday after
• See Page 9
leading the Rams to the NFC West title.

NEW ORLEANS(AP) — Mike
Ditka, who came to New- Orleans
three years ago talking Super Bowl,
is leaving with regrets that he
didn't get one more year.
"It surprised me," Ditka said
after Saints owner Tom Benson
fired him and 22 assistants Wednesday. "I really thought we would
get another year to try to get
untracked."
Ditka followed a pair of 6-10
records with a 3-13 mark this season, the second-worst in franchise
history. The losses, poor play and
apparent disorganization during
games infuriated fans, who booed
Ditka for the first time in his
tenure this season.
"I walked to the door and started cheering," said Saints fan Alan
Cousin Sr, a 46-year-old U.S.leasrat-Service' manager. "Ditka is great
personally. I love him, but I think
the game has passed him by. The
cost of the product wasn't worth
it."
Beloved in Chicago for 11 seasons after leading "Da Bears" to
the Super Bowl in 1986. Iron
Mike could not stop a downward
slide in New Orleans. Add to that
a trade of eight draft picks to get
running back Ricky Williams, and
Ditka ran out of chances.
"We tried, but we didn't get it
done," Ditka said. "That's the bottom line. When you don't get it
done. you're going to get out of
there in a hurry."
The 60-year-old Ditka said- he
had hoped to stay on as coach
despite the team's troubles but, with
the firing, said he would never
coach a football team again.
"Nope, never, no," Ditka said.
When he drafted him. Ditka
proclaimed Williams the "final
piece of the puzzle" for the Saints
and again talked of taking the
team to the Super Bowl,
But Williams, injured fbr much
of the season, gained only 884 yards HILL OF A GAME: Grant Hill posted his second 42-point
and two touchdowns.
game in a row as Detroit beat Atlanta 120-108

Hill, Pistons fly
by Hawks 120-108
By The Associated Press
Dikembe Mutombo and the
Atlanta Hawks know exactly how
the Orlando Magic felt.
Two nights after scoring 42
points in Detroit's victory in Orlando, Grant Hill matched the total
Wednesday night in the Piston's'
120-108 victory in Atlanta.
"Every time the ball was in his
hands, it went straight through the
basket," said Mutombo, a threetime NBA defensive player of the
year. "There's nothing you can do
about that."
Hill, who helped Detroit extend
its winning streak to five games,
buried the Hawks with a 17-point
third quarter as the Pistons rallied
from a 10-point deficit.
"It feels good to win, whether
you score 40 or four," said Hill,
who finished four points shy of
his career high set last season
against Washington. He was 14of-23 from the field. 13-of-15 from
the line and had six assists.
In other NBA games, it was
the LOs Angeles Lakers 118. the

Los Angeles Clippers 101; Chicago 77, Washington 66; Philadelphia 113, Golden State 92; Orlando 116, Vancouver 96; Utah 118.
Charlotte 96; and Seattle 99, San
Antonio 96.
Jerry Staadigtse added 28 points
for the Pistons, and former Hawks
forward Christian Laettner had 23.
"The bottom line is that if Grant
is going to get on a roll like that.
Jerry is going to play like that
and Christian is going to play like
that, somewhere along the line
we're going to be good enough
to make a run," Detroit coach
Alvin Gentry said.
Isaiah Rider, playing for the
second time since a one-game suspension, led the Hawks with 27
points.
Atlanta has lost five straight to
drop to 11-20, its worst start since
1971-72. The Hawks played their
second straight game without coach
Lenny Wilkens, who was home with
the flu Assistant Stan Alheck once

• See Page 9

"We're not looking for moral victories. Kentucky embarrassed us last
year (in an 80-39 win in Atlanta),
and we wanted to play much better up here."
Tayshaun Prince led Kentucky
with 21 points and 10 rebounds,
while Keith Bogans had 14 points
and Jamaal Magloire added 12.
Jason Collier had 21 points and
eight rebounds for Georgia Tech.
Center Alvin Jones, who spent much
of the game in fierce elbow-toelbow combat with Magloire, had
nine rebounds.
Kentucky overcame a lack of
quality shooting — including 16
straight misses at the end of the
first half and start of the second
—. with quantity, making 30 of a
season-high 73 shots (41.1 percent)..
Tech shot 28-of-66., from the
field (42.4 percent), including 12of-34 from 3-point range. In addition to•Tony Akins' four 3s, Collier had three.
Cremins said his -team relied
too much on perimeter shots.
"We've got to utilize our inside
game," he said. "We shot too many
3s. ... We need to take the ball

• See Page 9

Calloway
loses Lencki
to injury
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County girls' basketball team .learned Wednesday
that senior point guard Brooke
Lencki is indeed lost for the remainder of the season after tearing
the anterior cruciate ligament in her
left knee in practice Monday.
Lencki, considered the First
Region's top point guard, injured
her right knee in a non-contact
defensive drill. An orthopedic surgeon in Nashville, Tenn. confirmed
the initial diagnosis of a torn ACL.
The Lady Lakers (7-4, 0-0
Fourth District) will play their
first game without their secondleading scorer and best ball-handler and perimeter defender Friday when Calloway hosts district
rival Murray (9-3, 0-1) at 7:30
p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
CCHS head coach Scott Sivills
is confident his squad can overcome the loss of Lencki, an allstate soccer player and defending
Class 3A state champion in the
300-meter hurdles.
"We just can't say that our season is over just because Brooke
is out - that's a bad way to look
at it," Sivills said. "It's a shame
that this would happen to someone who has been such a role
model, not just as an athlete but
as a person."

TSU'football
on probation
By PHIL WEST
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The NCAA reprimanded Tennessee State University on
Wednesday. cut its football scholarships and recruiting visits and
placed the school on probation
for three years for rules violations.
The NCAA's Committee on
Infractions imposed the sanctions
for violations involving overspending on student-athletes.
recruiting and a lack of institutional Sontrol. The school had
already
isëd` penalties on
itself for some violations that
occurred between 1993 and 1998.
"God blessed us this time.
... It could have been worse,"
athletic director James Smith
said.
Among the voluntary sanctions, Tennessee State removed
athletics from the control of
Thomas Martin, the vice president for student affairs. and

II See Page 9
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Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suitor
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

States Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your A UTQ
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

COLLEGE FOOTBALL BOWL GAME RESULTS, SCHEDULE

Saturday, Dec. 18
Las Vegas Bowl
Utah 17 Fresno State 16
Heritage Bowl at Atlanta
Hampton 24 Southern U 3
Wednesday, Dec. 22
Mobile Alabama Bowl
Texas Christian 28, East Carolina 14
Saturday, Dec. 25
Blue-Gray Classic at Montgomery Ala
Gray 22 Blue 22, tie
Aloha Bowl at Honolulu
Wake Forest 23, Arizona State 3
Oahu Bowl at Honolulu
Hawaii 23. Oregon State 17
Monday, Dec. 27
Motor City Bowl at Pontiac, Mich
Marshall 21. Brigham Young 3
Tuesday, Dec. 28
Alamo Bowl at San Antonio
Penn State 24, Texas A&M 0
Wednesday, Dec. 29
Music City Bowl at Nashville, Tenn
Syracuse 20, Kentucky 13
Holiday Bowl at San Diego
Kansas State 24, Washington 20
Thursday, Dec. 30
Humanitarian Bowl at Boise, Idaho
Boise State 34, Louisville 31
Micronpc corn Bowl at Miami
Illinois 63 Virginia 21
Peach Bowl at Atlanta
Mississippi State 17. Clemson 7
Friday, Dec. 31
Insight corn ebwl at Tucson Ariz
Colorado 62 Boston College 28
Sun Bowl at El Paso, Texas

Oregon 24. Minnesota 20
Liberty Bowl at Memphis. Tenn
Southern Mississippi 23, Colorado State 17
Independence Bowl at Shreveport, La
Mississippi 27, Oklahoma 25
Saturday, Jan. 1
Outback Bowl at Tampa, Fla
Georgia 28. Purdue 25, OT
Cotton Bowl at Dallas
Arkansas 27, Texas 6
Gator Bowl at Jacksonville, Fla
Miami 28. Georgia Tech 13
Citrus Bowl at Orlando, Fla
Michigan State 37, Florida 34
Rose Bowl at Pasadena, Calif
Wisconsin 17, Stanford 9
Orange Bowl at Miami
Michigan 35. Alabama 34. OT
Sunday, Jan. 2
Fiesta Bowl at Tempe Ariz
Nebraska 31, Tennessee 21
Tuesday, Jan. 4
Sugar Bowl at New Orleans
Florida State 46. Virginia Tech 29

•r

inside to take advantage of our
height."
Tech's tandem of the 7-foot
Collier aud the 6-11 Jones was
the tallest Kentucky had faced this
season, but the Wildcats finished
with a 49-34 rebounding edge,
including a 20-9 advantage on the
offensive boards.
Georgia Tech cut Kentucky's
lead to three, 74-71, on Akins'
fourth 3, with 1:24 to go, but that
was the closest Tech would get.
Kentucky made four of six free
throws down the stretch and put
an exclamation point on the' win
with an alley-oop slam by Prince
with :04 left.
The most spectacular play of
the night, though, elonged to
Camara, whose reverse slam off

•Probation
From Page 8

Troy Murphy had 33 points and
16 rebounds to lead Notre Dame
(10-5) as it snapped the Huskies'
10-game winning streak.
The 6-foot-10 sophomoie played
all 40 minutes without a turnover as
the Fighting Irish's zone defense
kepi,Contsecticut,(10-2) at bay in
-the Big East opener for both tarns.
"Everybody followed Coach's
game plan. We wanted to get up on
Khalid El-Amin and Albert Mouring and make the other guys take
15-footers," Murphy said.
El-Amin finished 11-of-26 from
the field and had a career-high 34
points as the Huskies shot 35.7 percent from the field.

placed the department under the
direct control of university president James Hefner.
"Although the university had
—procedures -to handle these violations, they were not followed,"
said Infractions Committee chairman Jack Friedenthal, a law professor at George Washington University.
"Part of the problem in this
case.was when these violations were
first reported to the vice president, he threw them away. That's
part of the lack of institutional
control."
-11
Wayne Bell, Tennessee State's
NCAA compliance coordinator, was
fired last June. Football coach L.C.
Cole was put under a pay freeze
and reciting restrictions by the
school.
Cole's brother, assistant coach
Johnnie Cole, was removed from
his coaching job in July over allegations he violated an earlier sanction by talking to players during
halftime of the Tennessee StateFlorida A&M game in August
1997.
Johnnie Cole will return. Smith
said.
The Coles were instrumental in
Tennessee State winning the last
two Ohio Valley Conference football championships and advancing
to the Division 1-AA playoffs.
Tennessee State also had limited its season to 38 recruitment
visits for the next two years and
cut two football scholarships for
the next three years. It said it
would increase staffing and improve
monitoring.
Two athletic directors lost their
jobs over the infractions, and an
assistant coach was reprimanded.
The NCAA went even further.
It cut Tennessee State's football
scholarships by 2.5 from the average of 60.3 it had used over the

The Lakers' winning streak is
the longest in the NBA this season, and their longest since they
won 16 in a row in 1990-91. They
are 19-1 in their last 20 and an
NBA-best 27-5 overall.
Kobe Bryant added ,26 points,
10 rebounds and six assists. Lamar
Odom led the Clippers with 26
points and 12 rebounds.
Bulls 77, Wizards 66
Toni Kukoc, playing his first
game in almost two months, hit

his first four shots and finished
with 18 points as Chicago beat
visiting Washington to snap an 11 game losing streak.
Kukoc, activated a few hours
before the game after missing the
last 24 because of back spasms,
also had 11 rebounds, five assists.
two steals and two blocked shots
in 39 minutes.
Washington's 66 points were a
franchise low, breaking the mark
of 69 set against Houston in 1993

Saturday, Jan. 15
East-West Shnne Classic
at Stanford. Calif
4 pm (ESPN)
Saturday, Jan. 22
Senior Bowl at Mobile. Ala
230 pm (TBS)
Hula Bowl at Kahului, Hawaii
4 p m (ESPN)
Saturday, Jan. 29
Gridiron Classic at Orlando, Fla.
2 pm (ESPN2)

Notre Dame shotlis
No.2 UConn 75-70

By The Associated Press
Three pages of Notre Dame's
basketball media guide detail the
Fighting Irish's biggest upsets.
No school has more wins over
No. 1 teams since the AP poll
started in 1948 than Notre Dame's
nine.
First-year coach Matt Doherty is
quickly catching on to the upset tradition as the Fighting Irish beat No.
2 Connecticut 75-70 Wednesday
night.
Doherty's first game in the Big
East was even more impressive
than his first game — a 59-57 victory at then-No. 5 Ohio State in the
Preseason NIT.
"We had a big win over Ohio
State, but I didn't want our season
to be a one big win season," Doherty said after big win No. 2. _
There was also an Overtime loss
to No. 10 Indiana and close losses
to No. 5 Arizona and No. 12 Maryland.
"Maybe those games paid off,"
Doherty said. "We came in here
with, poise to play in a tough environment against a great, great
team."
In other games involving ranked

teams on Wednesday, it was No. 3
Cincinnati 81, North Carolina
Charlotte 54; Vanderbilt 87, No. 6
Florida 77; No. 7 Syracuse 0,Rutgers 74; No. 8 Duke 109, Virginia
100 in overtime; No. 10 Indiana 71,
Wisconsin 67; No._11_.Michigan
State 76, Penn State 63; No. 15
Tennessee 60, South Carolina 52;
No. 16 Oklahoma State 125, Langston 65; No. 21 LSU 78, Alabama
66; and No. 25 Kentucky 80, Georgia Tech 71.

again served as acting head coach.
Lakers 118, Clippers 101
At Los Angeles, Shaquille
O'Neal had 40 points and 19
rebounds as the Lakers extended
their winning streak to 12 games.
O'Neal, who came out of the
game for good with 6:49 remaining just missed the third 40-point,
20-rebound game of his career. He
had 38 points and 15 rebounds Tuesday night against the Clippers.

a feed from Prince with 7:24
remaining gave Kentucky a 65-57
lead and drew the loudest roar of
the night.
Camara admitted he was going
for style points on the play.

He obliterated all the questions
throughout the league. Warner's
big year earned him 33 votes in
balloting by a nationwide panel
of 50 media members. That far
outdistanced teammate Marshall
Faulk and Indianapolis quarterback
Peyton Manning, each of whom
had eight votes. Colts rookie running back Edgerrin James got one.
"I just felt comfortable out
there," Warner said, noting how
the experience in other leagues
helped him recognize defenses and
make quick decisions. "I when out
there not thinking about it as a
different game than what I had
been playing. It is all playing football and making plays wherever
you are. You have seen it at numerous times. Maybe the systems are
different and the people are different, but you are playing football. It's all very similar to what
'I have done in the past."
. Except now he has done it on
the biggest stage. And he's made
the folks from his past proud.
"There may not be a more
deserving player than Kurt Warner, a man who represents all the
good things in sports: courage and
character and determination," AR
commissioner David Baker said

•••
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The ultimate in gas log heat and beauty.
Monessen vent-free gas logs -offer you the most
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and operation modes.
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half this season.
But MSU head coach Eddie
rebounds versus Belmont.
Fields likes what he has seen from
"When we came back (from
his team in- the new year, espethe holidays), we worked really hard
cially with the execution of its
in practice on our defense because
motion offense. Abandoning a Iwe couldn't stop anybody in '99,
4 offensive set that was stagnant
"I love it. I do it a lot in prac- and it was killing us. When Bel- at times, the Lady Racers made
tice," he said. "If I get a chance mont got within two, we did all 40.9 percent of their shot attempts"
to do it in a game, I'm going to the little things to win, but there against Belmont, including 57.1
are some very good teams in this
do it."
from downtown.
conferenc
e and we need to make
Smith, who said earlier this
"We've got to keep the inteneven fewer mistakes if we want
week that he'd had a "positive"
sity up from Monday," Fields said.
conversation with Camara after to do some good things in this "We've been running some good
hearing the sophomore was unhap- conference."
things and getting some good shots
Besides Gadson's contributions,
py, has seen a turnaround.
and we've been rebounding fine,
another key to the Lady Racers'
"He's been shooting the ball triumph Monday was the play of but our defensive effort was the
key versus Belmont and it will
well," the coach said. "He's now senior guard Heather Bates.
continue to be the key."
focused on, made the adjustment,
Coming off a double-double (21
Murray will have its hands full
to coming off the bench. It's taken points, 11 rebounds) Dec. 20
at
with UT-Martin's 6-0 senior fora while for him to accept the Western Kentucky, Bates collectward Zabrina Harris. The OVC's
adjustment."
ed four steals while sinking 11preseason Most Valuable Player,
of-18 shots and 3-of-5 treys to
Harris is leading the team with averrecord a career-high '28 points
ages of 13.6 points and 5.7 rebounds
against the Lady Bruins.
per outing.
Bates has taking the role of
The Lady Skyhawks' lowly
last five years instead of the max- team leader personally, and her
record is due to a tough non-conimum of 63 allowed by the NCAA. inspired play has been a good exam- ference schedule that began at TenThe NCAA also cut official ple for her teammates to follow.
nessee (a 133-60 loss) and includ"I feel I have to. get my hands
paid recruiting visits from the 38
ed Southern Mississippi (81-65),
proposed by Tennessee State to on a few more balls and be all
Evansville (86-65), Long Beach
36 for the next two acideinie -over the court for us --to
State--(913-64),-Ohio State (75-36)
Bates said. "We didn't have a very
years.
and Kentucky (93-55).
Tennessee State will lose the good start to the season, but we've
"We're going to have to play
equivalent of 0.02 scholarships in realized that we had to pick it up
well; they're struggling, but the
in the second half, play defense
golf and 0.96 in tennis. ,
playing against the kind of com"Obviously, if we had not fully and have this kind of effort against
petition they have will help them
• and honestly reported problems in everybody."
get ready for the conference," said'
our athletics program;many ofthem
-Murray State -has been com- Fields,
who wants fiis smaller Lady
would not have surfaced and it is petitive throughout its 11-game
Racers to control the tempo Satlikely tkat, when revealed, the campaign, suffering three losses
urday.
NCAA's sanctions would have been ,by nine points or less and hold"We have to extend the defense,
ing second-half leads in a 16-point
more severe," Hefner said.
put pressure on the ball and make
The school is known for pro- loss to Tennessee State and a 17them go up _and down the floor
ducing professional football play- point defeat to Southern Illinois.
so they can't pound us inside. We
ers Ed "Too Tall" Jones, Richard The Lady Racers have been
also can't let their defense set up
Dent and Joe Gilliam.
outscored 440-369 in the second
in the halfcoud, either."
Olympic champion
Wilma
Rudolph and the track and field
Tigerbelles, along with professional
REUSE THE/NEWS
basketball player Leonard "Truck"
Robinson, were Tennessee State
standouts.

• Warner ..
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was an NFL backup."
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CLASSIFIED

NEED 3 PHASE P(
Phase convertors
type of 3 phase equ
New and refur
100% guaranteed I
brochure
Tr'
Industnes, 800-603
SAWMILL $3795logs into boards,
beams Large ci
Best sawmill value
where Free infon
Norwood Sawmill
Cur1wright
Drive
Amherst, NY 1422
578-1363
STEEL BUILDING
5,000 + sizes 40)
$9,094,
50x
$12.275:
50x1
$16,879.
60x1
$18,261
Mini-!
buildings, 40x160, 3
$16,914. Free bra
www sentinelbuildin
Sentinel Buildings
327-0790, extensior

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
$6.50 Column Inch,60%
(V/

RIIII 1411,11,

1,1

Shopping 6404.1c) S.100 extra

ire hind

Publish

holt .1.

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

020

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

025
Notice

11.‘LAko..Aoster
New Life
Christian
r4
1k Bookstore

0, Sale

0

0

11W Court Square
Murray

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
FREE Pregnancy
Tests' Life House
753-0700.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements,
honeymoon! family
cabins,
breathtaking
views
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274
Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814
GUNS. Buy & Sell.
270-436-5650.
WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wedding chapel offering everything for less Special offer.
Ceremony. pictures, video,
flowers. 5115. Give us a
call. 800-922-2052.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
more imoortant than
ever
For free
information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance. Inc.

753-4199
tree IOC,

YARD SALES
25 wd. max.
1 insertion
70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

060
Personals

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

2x2 ad
$14.00

SO This is not Vail o
ARE YOU CONNECTED?
Aspen or in fact any glam
INTERNET USERS
orous Ski Resort But with
WANTED!
a fireplace, a mug of hot
5350-5800 / week_
cider, easy listening music
1-888-530-7214
& warm snugly clothing
www ecomearnings com
We could pretend! SWF, ATTENTION
Wanna-Blate 40's seeking someone Truckers $600- S800 per
to share winter fun with. it _ week 15- day Company
there is such a thing." Paid driver training Call 1Please, professional gen- 800-995-5832
to qualify
tleman drop me a snowy Ask for Carol
note
DRIVER
CONVENANT
PO Box 665
TRANSPORTS1.000
Pans, TN 38242
sign-on bonus for Exp
company drivers 800-441Financial
4394, Owner-Operators,
call 888-667-3729 Bud
CASH
For
Kentucky Meyer
Truck
Lines
Homeowners Credit probRefrigerated Hauling, Call
lems understood_ Local toll
free 877-283-6393 solo
Kentucky leader: refidrivers and contractors
nance. consolidate bills.
DRIVER- Company drivers
lower monthly payments
and owner operators. Call
Home
improvements.
today and ask about our
Payoff land contracts Self
great new compensation
employed welcome. Apply
and bonus packages! Boyd
free 800-795-4771.
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
RESIDENTIAL Mortgage call 800-633-1377). EOE
Lending- All credit considDRIVER- Home every
ered. 15 year loans @
weekend No NYC. Lease
7.625%:
20.000
for
purchase- new- own a
$18683! mo.. 40,000 for
truck in 24 months Paid
a373.65/ mo., 60,000 for
accountant 1st 12 months.
$560.48/ mo Purchase or
Owner operators- New
refinance Call 800-26250.82/
mile (Loaded,
4696, 8am- 9pm
Empty). Provide base plate
& permits. Paid liability/
fuel taxes. Toll scale
receipts. Company driversLOST- Small brown mixed stand up conventionals.
breed male dog. Lost New Start up to S0.33/ miles.
Years Eve in downtown Free insurances 401K
area No collar. 753-4828. retirement.
www epestransport.com.
'!$100 Reward!!
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
S10 TO S14/ HOUR
Delivering Telephone
Directories in your area
No experience necessar,
Dependable
Transportation Must be
able to read a map Start
today! Call
1-937:609-8483
AIR Force Great career
opportunities available for
high school grads. ages
17-27 Plus up to $12,000
enlistment bonus if you
qualify For an Information
packet call 1 -800-423USAF or visit www airforce corn

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

TREES n Trends
Silk Tree Factory
Unique Home De•cor
Hiring.full-time floral designers for our new Production Facility in Paducah. Experience not necessary but preferred. All
days, no weekends. We
offer medical, dental, and
vision coverage. Life insurance. 401k, and associate
discount. Weekly pay, holiday and vacation pay.
Applicants will be Contacted for scheduled interview.
Apply at our retail store:
3202 Irvin Cobb Drive
Paducah. Ky. 42002.

BEC ME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST Opportunity to work at
home or in office typing for
doctors. Home Study. Free
literature PC.D I., Atlanta,
Georgia. 800-362-7070,
Dept. YYC742

TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
Don't get caught up in the
hype!
At West Kentucky
Technical College
our graduates are
FREE AGENTS who can
choose the company that
suits their needs!
Train in
Mayfield, Kentucky!
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT
(270) 744-8866.
EEEO M/F/D

DELL
Computers...
Factory direct. SO down.
Low monthly payment.
Pentium III-600 available.
Resolved credit problems
OK! Call by January 7, for
free printer. OMC 800-4779016 Code ma01.

considered becoming a foster
parent, give us a call Foster parents are
eligible to receive tax-free compensation
and we offer 24-hour support.

Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the
City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207
S. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If
you have questions concerning this position.
please contact the Personnel Office at 270762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is at 5:00
p.m. on Tuesday, January 11, 2000.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant

If you've

IgNsobc-,

AUTOMOBILE
SALES CAREER
Murray Auto Dealer seeks a top twitch
professional to sell lots of vehicles and
make lots of money if you can offer..

Speciliazed Alternative Family Environments
1415 St. Pt. 45 N., Mayfield, KY 42066
Julie Denfip • 270-251-2661

Integrity • Sincerily • Good Work
Habits • Previous Auto Experience

We offer...Bi-weekly Pay •Bonuses
•Extensive Product Training
• Terrific Product

Mrs. Ann 71.
4
Reader & Advisor

Call 1270) 753-6448 for an initial
interview appointment - ask for

A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
.igive advice on Business Marriage. and Love Affairs

Bob Stilwell, General Sale Manager.

'Elnig Your Problems to Me-I writ Help Health Matters DPr-,
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
Bring Ad In For Discount
For Appointment Phone
208 S. 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 42071
(ran 767-osris

Cain
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s
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WOLFF TANNING
Tan at home But
and save! Comr
home units from $11
monthly payments
color catalog Cal
800-842-1310

060

LAND
Between The
Lakes Association is
looking for mature persons
to fill following openings.
All positions require a
warm and generous personality. Cash register expenence helpful. Excellent
opportunities for retirees.
Visitor Receptionist at
the following locations (all

health insurance, retirement plan, longevity,
sick and vacation 'days.

FOR SAL
OLD STERI
TYPE WRIT
call 759-9
ask for shc

530 Services Offered

DRIVER- $1000 sign on
bonus for all experienced
drivers. Company drivers39c/ mile, assigned conventionals! 0/0's- 82c/
mile, paid fuel taxes,
plates/ permits, zero down
lease
option_
Proline
Carriers. 800-277-6546.
DRIVER/ Inexp'd... Earn
up to $35,000 the first
year! Tuition reimbursement available.
800-237-4642.

You can be one of
the dedicated 'individuals who provide
a stable home environment to children
who are unable to
live with their natural
parents or other family members. Foster
parents play a vital
role in the battle
against child abuse
and neglect.

I.

480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles

Help Wanted

Put a smile on my face

-905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

Motorcycles & ATV's

Help Wanted

4127st

_ If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages IL.
$4000 policy.

470

Help Wanted

NOTICE

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
MALE
FEMALE
$9.84
$8.40
age 50
$12.24
$10.04
age 55
age 60
$14.12
$12.48
age 65
$20.64
$14.76
age 70
$27.96
$22.00
age 75
$30.64
$37 76

060

DRIVERS
Owne
FIRE YOUR BOSS &
Operators Happy Holidays
WORK AT HOME Earn
from L & N. CDL A with
$500- $5000/ month
Call Toll Free
HazMat. .82 cpm all miles.
1-800-722-4285
.87 cpm specific runs.
Or
Home weekends. 2500
www workathomenow com
miles per week. L & N
Transportation, Inc. 800- FT client coordinator position available. Phone/ peo632-4332 Louisville, KY.
ple skills a must. Retail
DRIVERS, OVER THE
experience helpful Bring
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
resume to the Essential
sides, late model convenDay Spa. 1311 Johnson
tionals. 3 years experiBlvd. 270-767-0760.
ence Start 30c- 33c a
LABORERS & Operator.
DRIVERS Needed' Get miles + benefits. Call 800Base pay starts $6.50/hr &
your CDL and a great lob! 444-6648. $1250 Sign-on
up. Based on experience.
Train locally. get paid while Bonus.
Apply
at
Cable
in school, no money out of
EMPLOYEE WELLNESS Constructors. 414 S. 4th
your pocket! Earn up to
MANAGER
St Murray.
$800 or more, get week- Citation/ Camden Casting
FLAT Rate Long distance
ends off! 1-800-398-9908
Division has an immediate inter state and latta. $35
DRIVERS- CDL Drivers & opening for a Plant Nurse. www.fixedrate-longdisstudents needed! Train for The ideal applicant will tance com/memebers/131
the New Millennium now! have experience in the fol- 73 or phone 270-688Local. regional & OTR. You lowing
areas:
Case 0466. Customers and/ or
choose employer CDL Management, Surgery & agents.
training
provided recovery, Home Health NEWSPAPER Advertising
Placement guaranteed.
Care, Emergency Room & Sales. State association in
1-800-842-6760
Wellness
programs. Frankfort. Full time ad
DRIVERS- Regional driv- Camden casting center is a sales. Must have newspaers.. needed- due to expan- Ductile Iron Foundry that per sales experience_
sion of our fleet. Star produces safety critical Others not considered.
Transport is now hiring parts for the big three Salary-Commission, beneexperienced OTR drivers. automakers.
Excellent fits_ Send resume and
Full benefits, great home benefits.
An
Equal salary history to: As sales
time, good miles_ Training Opportunity
Eniployer position, Kentucky Press
available for limited experi- M/F/H. Send resume to: Association.
101
enced CDL-A Drivers. For Citation/ Camden Casting Consumer Lane, Frankfort,
more info call 1-888-877- Division c/o Sam Allen, KY 40601.
9348/ 1-800-548-6082 ext. Human Resources Mgr.
NOW hiring: Daytime hot
805.
EXPERIENCED
HVAC bar attendant and daytime
DRIVERS/
OTR
Ductwork installers for dishwasher. Please apply
Regional Runs Weekends commercial applications in person M-F at Sirloin
home, start up to .34 a Paid holidays & vacation Stockade in the Bel-air
mile. Run 2500 miles per 270-759-2288
Shopping Center.
DRIVER- OTR: According week,. Medical. dental.
to leading industry watch- 401K+ bonus. Up to $2500
dog, the average starting sign on bonus_ Landstar
driver pay with 3 years Ligon Agent, assigned conexperience is $.30cmp 3 ventional. Call 800-828The City of Murray has the following job
years of driving experience 8338 ext. 15.
pays you 5,34 and a half DRIVERS. Excellent miles
,,pportunity:
cpm with us. If you have 6 Top starting pay plus
Position: Equipment Operator III
months of OTR experience bonuses. Home weekly All
(operation of hydraulic or
or more, we have an indus- conventional
Excellent
mechanical type refuse
try leading pay package for benefits package_ Rider
collection vehicle)
you Call 1-877-763-7483. program No Haz Mat
www heartlandexpress corn
required Sign on bonus
Department: Murray Sanitation
DRIVER Get great pay Hornady Truck Line, 800Department
Have time to enjoy it with 441-4271. ext. ET-135.
Salary for the position (depending on trainMILLIS' Two pay plans
ing and experience) $8.64 per hour miniavailable Three weeks of
mum.
vacation after one year.
Fantastic referral program!
City of Murray benefit package includes
Call 1-800-937-0880

BURIAL INSURANCE

ri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

1x2 ad
$7.50

Deadline Day & Time

'oncla
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday.
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
1.1 Sn 6c per iwd per .1.0 lot trIth
creertr
bC,I, $0 Inf kt

Ad Deadlines

7534916

Displa %ifs
Discount 2nd Run, 40% Discount 3rd Run.

Z,Th: Welcome, 9 to 5,
24 hours per week, midFeb. through Nov., Sun.,
Mon.. Tue., Schedule.
Nature Station, 9 to 5. 24
to 32 hours per week. midFeb. through Nov., some
weekends and holidays.
Golden Pond Visitor
Center . 9 to 5, 24 to 32
hours per week, yearround, some weekends
and holidays.
Homeplace, 9 to 5 24 to
32 hours per week, midFeb. through Nov.. some
weekends and holidays.
Homeplace Gift Shop
Clerk: 9 to 5, 24 to 32
hours per week, mid-Feb.
through Nov., some weekends and
holidays
$6/hour.
Elk 81 Bison Prairie Interpreter: Help school group
and tour bus visitors understand more about
LBL'S Elk & Bison Prairie.
Highly variable schedule, 6
hours per day, 1 to 3 days
per week, mid-Feb.
through Nov., $7/ hour.
Management Assistant:
8 to 430, 32 hours per
week, Tue. through Fri.
year-round, Occasional
weekends and holidays.
Variety of duties including
substituting for absent employees, merdandise ordering, inventory distribution, telephone, computer
entry, mail, and more.
Must be highly organized,
have a driver's license,
high school diploma, be
good with numbers and
able to lift 50Ibs., $7.50/hr.
Applicants may leave a
detailed message expressing their interest before
Jan. 21st. at (270) 9242028. Sorry- no walkin-ins
or other calls of inquiry can

WANTED: Experienced
bookkeeper/office manager for Murray business.
Computer literate with
skills in Quickbooks and
Microsoft Office helpful.
Starting A S.A.P. Send or
fax resume to : P.O Box
189 Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax 759-1636.
WEBSITE/ New Media
Administrator- State association in Frankfort. New,
full time position to administer and maintain WEBSITE for Central Office,
assist newspapers with
websites.
technology_
Preference to individuals
with newspaper experience. Salary. benefits
Send resume try New
Department,
Media
Kentucky Press Service,
101
Consumer Lane,
Frankfort,
KY 40601.
18PairAlf6$ & Laborers,
Answering
KY
experienced case back- WEST
hoes. Apply at 1272 Old Service. Full time midFern
Valley
Road, nights Evenings & weekLouisville. EOE Employer. ends. Bring resumes to:
104N 5th Street
OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
525-575 per hour. PT/ FT
& Childcare
888-852-3379.
www this-is-it
CLEANING houses is my
OWNER Operators- Get business Reliable. Cal
real mileage pa,./! 80c a Linda. 759-9553.
mile, practical miles loaded
HOME & office cleaning
and empty. That's at least
753-3802
83c for household goods! HOUSEKEEPER Needed
No Northeast, NYC or for general house cleaning.
Canada No escrow Must $10. per hour
Send
be 23, have 1 year OTR responses to P.O.
Box
experience
and
CDL 1040-W Murray, KY.
HazMat. Fleets welcome
Paschall Truck Lines. Inc.
800-848-0405
PART time receptionist
needed for doctor's office
Approx 28 hours per
week Office located in
Murray Send resume to
PO Box 1040-N
PART-TIME maintenance
person needed Please call
Brenda at YMCA 7599622.
PHARMACIST Needed in
Mayfield. Full time or part
time No nights. weekends
or Holidays. Cal!
800-745-0732
START Fresh in 2000
Learn to drive a truck &
make
$30.000!!!
Placement & 100's financing available if qualified
Good lobs, home often!
800-865-7284/ 812-2882447, 24-7
START Your own business!
Set your own schedule
Control your own income
Sell from your home, at
work, through fund raiser
an
Be
Avon
Representative Cali ncici
942-4053

DUPLEX On Northwood
Ceramic Tile baths &
kitchen's.
Appliances
included. 753-0443
MASTER Tire Service is for
sale Call 753-7342 or 7591777. Serious inquiries
only.

165

Appliances

WHITE
Westin,
refrigerator freezer
for $100.00. Pleast
ask for Denise at 7E
if interested I/

Computers
2 computers. 1- Gateway,
relatively new and
Ace/IBM compatible. fully
functioning No problems
with either. $2100 for both.
Call 759-4406.

erne FUM/SIM11

eras

Recipe Fot
Fine Furnishing

-Norws
-Kimbal
-Pulaski

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service,
South On Route 121.

BLUE floral couch fi
Call between 8-5
3400

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
•
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted

COUCH,
ME":
Loveseat
&
rE
Excellent condition
0579

MDM COMPUTERS
All your computing needs
A+ Certified Technician
Micheal McDougal
@759.3556
SINGER XL1000 & software. Less than 6 months
old. Call 270-898-2002.

MAPLE China
$150. Maple Formi
60"x36" table with
and 8 chairs, $251
Formica top 42"
table with 1 leaf
chairs, $200. 753-8Z

140

Need Fur

Want to Buy

For the 1

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, .519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables.
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all. Call 753-3633.

Wiggi
2 miles N. o
(across fri
Open M

OLD Log House or tog
barn To be dismantled &
moved 830-997-8167

With 12.2'
Free

150

Antiques

Articles
For Sale

ANTIQUE 6ft m
Armoire & Bass
i• poster bed & ME
chest & night stan
753-0443

3X5X8 Wooden Utility
Trailer. Reinforced Floor
759-2331
4X8 Single axle utility trailer with shelved & bins for
tools & equipment $400
obo 753-7964

Sports Equipme
20" GT Rebound M(
Bike- bought nel
October at Spoki
Pedal. Tires still loc
Has raised stem wil
bars, heavy duty
front suspension.
Gel Seat. Call 83
days or 759-2473 ni

ASHLEY Fireplace insert
with blower. Excellent condition $200 Boys 26" Ten
speed Mountain Bike. New,
$75. 753-4919.
BUILDING SALE- No
salesman Go direct and
save 25x30 $1.999 30x40
$2,900 35x50 $4,300
40x60 $5,300
40x90
$7,300 47x100 $11,000
Others Final clearance
Pioneer, 800-286-3196

Musical
MAIN STREET MI
312 Main Street, N
Guitars, Amps, Sti
Picks, etc Hou
10am- 6pm Mon
12pm- 4pm Sa
PIANO FOR SA
Take on low month
ment Beautiful c
piano No Money dc
1-800-371-122

GAS heating stove, air
conditioner, stove & refrigerator. washer/dryer twin
bed. 40 gal water heater.
753-8473
MAGIC Chef Cooking
Stove, sectional couch,
computer system & two
storm doors Call
489-2032 after 3pm

Metz

On-site Commercial & Residential

for houses,
cut to the ir
& accessori
frame build

Computer Consulting
Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs

Upgrades • Training • Networking

Call

• Programming

1-80(

John R. Laffoon
(270) 759-0431

•

.....

/aft.
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Storage Rentals
NEED 3 PHASE POWER?
Phase convertors runs all
type of 3 phase equipment
New and refurbished
100% guaranteed For free
brochure
Tr
Phase
Industries, 800-603-7636
SAWMILL $3795- Saws
logs into boards, planks,
beams Large capacity.
Best sawmill values anywhere Free information
Norwood Sawmills, 90
Curtwright
Drive
#3,
Amherst, NY 14221, 800578-1363
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes 40x60x14,
$9,094,
50x75x 14,
$12,275;
50x100x16,
$16,879;
60x100x16,
$18,261
Mini-storage
buildings, 40x160, 32 units,
$16,914. Free brochures.
www sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790, extension 79.

FOR SALE
OLD STEREO,
TYPEWRITER,
call 759-9215
ask for sherry
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199. Low
monthly payments. Free
color catalog. Call today
800-842-1310.

SPINET-CONSOLE piano 1 bedroom apt Stove, retr
W/D and ceiling fans
for sale Take on small payClean 270-753-9841 o
ments See locally
270-436-5496
1-800-343-6494
1 OR 2br apts near down"THE Music Crib"
town Murray starting at
668 Greenplain Rd.
$200/mo 753-4109
Guitars, amps, etc.,
Hours:
1BR apt available, all appliM-F 12-9
ances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444
Sat. 9-5
Sun 12-4.
1I3F1 APT for rent All appliCome see our
ances
Pets
allowed
new arrivals!
$335/mo Call 489-6222
1BR Apt Available end of
January Walk to MSU
Mobile Homes For Sale
753-2084
12X52 2br., 1 bath. Ready 1BR like new, dishwasher,
to move into. 753-9866.
w/d,
available
now
12X65 2br, 2 bath. Good Coleman RE 759-4118.
shape $3500. 436-5064
1BR duplex apt Very
nice
area
4 lots 120ft/200ft 1997 clean,
16x70
mobile
home Appliances furnished Call
garage, & other out build- 753-8588
ings Coleman RE 759- 2 bedroom, 1 bath, gas
4118 Also 12x65 rent to heat $275/mo. 753-3415
own
or 753-7123 weekends
HM & Sons Mobile Home 2 bedroom , 1 bath duplex.
Mover. 18yrs. experience Washer/dryer, microwave,
Licensed and insured in dishwasher, refrigerator,
Kentucky and Illinois. 437- stove. $425/mo. $425
3939.
deposit Call 753-0569
MOBILE HOME LOANS - after 5:30.
5% down. Refinancing/ 28R Apt near MSU C/gas
Equity Loans. Free sellers H/A Refrigerator, dishkit. Land or home loans. washer & stove furnished.
Repo and assumable $400/
month,
$4001
loans.
Green
Tree deposit. 436-2165
Financial, 800-221-8204.
2BR Apt near campus, no
800-554-8717.
pets 753-5980 753-1203
after 5p m
Mobile Homes For Rent

14X60 In The Country
270,474-8027
1BR , all electric, in Murray
$190 rent, $190 deposit
WHITE
Westinghouse 753-7953
refrigerator freezer for sale
2BR , 2 bath. $225/mo.
for $100.00. Please call &
$200
deposit.
Near
ask for Denise at 759-2187
Cypress Springs resort
if interested. .4
436-2096.
2BR., suitable for 1 or 2
people. 5 miles Northeast
of Wal-Mart. $225/mo. +
deposit. 753-6012.

Crass)

\

$1,1T1411- IS(

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk •Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

"COOK. SI.

,
• &en
Mai y0111

103 S.
3rd St.
BLUE floral couch for sale
Call between 8-5 7593400

Free
Financing
HAZEL, 2Br. W/D
492-8526.

NICE 2br No pets
COUCH,
Matching
753-9866
Loveseat
recliner.
&
ON Nice •Private lot. 7
Excellent .condition. 759miles East of Murray.
0579.
Lindsey Beane residence.
MAPLE China
Hutch,
436-2582_
$150. Maple Formica top
60rx36" table with 2 leafs
and 8 chairs, $250. Oak
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Formica top 42" round
table with 1 leaf and 4
LOT For Rent 753-9866
chairs. $200. 753-8326.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

2 miles

financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

With 12,24 or 36 month

ANTIQUE 6ft mirrored
Armoire & Bassett. 4
poster bed & matching
chest & night stand Call
753-0443_

20" OT Rebound Mountain
Bike- bought new last
October at Spoke and
Pedal Tires still look new
Has raised stem with grab
bars, heavy duty pedals.
front suspension, and a
Gel Seat Call 832-6405
days or 759-2473 nights

3BR.. 2 full baths All appliances furnished, carport
About 2 miles out of
Murray, off 94E on Clayton
Rd $450/mo 753-8350
Estates/ Fox
COACH
Meadows, located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities, offer
City Police and Fire
Protection. Lots with City
Water. sewer and trash
pick up furnished $95.
753-3855.
PRIME building site available for 2-3 yrs. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.

CLASSIFIED
Business Rentals

MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray
Guitars. Amps, Strings.
Picks, etc. Hours'
10am- 6pm Mon- Fn.
12pm- 4pm Sat

SHOP For Rent at 717
South 4th Lots of parking,
many uses Call 753-7668

PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment Beautiful console
piano No Money down
1-800-371-1220

Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

Office Space
Various size units

753-8302 or
753-'4,21

DUPLEX
2Br
1909-B
Westwood Dr $350 7538002

40'X40 metal building
gas heat Located at
406 Sunbury Circle
Call 489-2020
LOOKING for an affordable
or
apartment? Well then visit
489-2525
us Hilldale Apts We have
spacious 1,2 & 3 bedroom
C-STORAGE
apartments
available 10x15 storage units, 4th St
Handicap
accessible & Sycamore E Next to
Equal housing opportunity. Cunningham Auto Repair
For more information call
753-3571
437-4113 M-F 7 30Am- CREEKVIEW STORAGE 3 30PM TDD# 1-800-545- $20-$40 On Center Drive
1833 Ext. 287
Behind Tom's Grille
NEAR University
759-4081
Extra large 2br apt
MURRAY LOCK
$350/ Month
& STORE
$200 Deposit
Presently has units
753-4560
available. 753-2905.
M-F- 9am- 5pm
NICE 1 & 2br, heat, water
sewer and garbage pickup
paid Near hospital and
MSU No pets Call 753
8756
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St! 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 1br. apt. Water,
sewer & garbage pick up
paid. Adjoining MSU Call
753-8756.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive'• Murray,-KY 42071

502-753-8556
•I'DD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

All Size Units
Available

753-3853
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

For Sate Or Lease
NEW 3br, 2 bath house
with 2 car garage For
lease or purchase. Call
753-4444- Dky. 759-1664
Evenings
NICE 3br House in city. 1
large bath. Lots of closets
& cabinets. W/D hook-up.
Air conditioner unit in wall.
Electric baseboard heat.
Very economical. No pets.
$450/ month lyr lease. 13
years old. W-753-7455,
H-753-1623 after 6:30.

AKC
Registered
Pekingese puppies. Very
cute & cuddly. Party colored. $200. 436-5789.

2BR APT Partially fur- VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
nished W/D available. No with garage Appliances
pets. 767-9037.
furnished with washer,
CHRISTMAS Puppies!!
2BR duplex. central h/a, dryer. Central gas H/A 1
AKC Boston Bull Terriers
1 month
appliances
furnished. year lease
270-354-8534
Available now. Coleman deposit No pets 753DOG
obedience
classes or
2905
RE 759-4118.
private Serving Murray 17
2BR Duplex. 1308
years 436-2858
Diuguid. Call 753-1492.
own For Root
SHELTIE Puppies. AKC.
2BR. Upstairs apt. Located
(Toy Collies). Sable &
at 5353 121S. $285/ month BEDROOM in pleasan
white. 270-354-8211.
home Share large living
plus deposit
STANDARD
Poodle
room, kitchen. & bath, w/d,
489-2296
Puppies. AKCilegistered.
cable
tv.
Walk
Hospital
to
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
Available late Jan. Red,
or down town industry.
Realty ?53-4444
black, fully guaranteed.
$180. plus deposit of $125.
2BR. brick. WAD hookup.
Hand raised with children.
Utilities included. 753patio. No pets. $335/mo.
Fantastic personality.
9211.
Call 753-6931
436-6062.
2BR. near MSU. $325.
Water furnished Coleman
LiVestook & Supplies
RE. 759-4118.
2BR House, 801 Vine St.
2BR. small duplex Gas
Washer, dryer. stove, 12YR. Old mare & colt.
heat. W/D. Lease &
refrigerator. $375/ month Registered walking horses.
deposit. No pets. $275/mo.
Good racking & trail riding.
plus deposit. No pets.
489-2741.
Call 753-0443.
759-4771.
2BR., 1 bath. Appliances
3BR, 2 bath brick. Near HAY- horse and dairy qualfurnished. WD hookup.
University. Partially fur- ity in large rectangular
Water furnished. $350.00
nished, if needed. 206 bales. 700- 750 lbs avg
plus deposit. 753-9620 or
Woodlawn. Available now. Pure alfalfa or alfalfa
753-7453.
grass mix Price per ton
759-9246.
2BR , central gas heat,
with truck loads
3BR,
2 baths. C/H/A. 903
central air, near MSU
270-345-2800.
Drive.
$300 No pets Ask about Southwood
KANSAS Alfalfa 83 lb
Available
Dec.
23.
759move-in free weekend
average small square
1610
Coleman RE 759-4118
$6.75 each Call 489-2945
2BR.. central H/A appli- 6 room, bath , walk-in closances, deck, lawn main- et, natural gas. stove,
tance. Ask about move-in refrigerator. storage buildYard Sale
free weekend. Coleman mg. Deposit needed. 7536674
RE. 759-4118.
3BR
Duplex
C/H/A, NEW 2br. 2 bath townkitchen appliances fur- house. Cambridge 3 All
appliances furnished $475
nished 753-7947.
plus deposit. Call
313R, 2 bath, C/H/A $600.!
(Heated)
270-345-2777
month 206 South 12th
3964
641 S.
NICE
3br,
1
bath.
C/H/A
753-3415 & 753-7123
with gas log fireplace.
approx.
3
miles S.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Appliances, w/d hook up.
of Murray
Available now. Coleman
Outside storage $430.
Fri. & Sat.
RE. 759-4118
plus deposit. References,
9 a.m. - ?
APT- ..2br. townhouse. no pets. 753-1059.
Furniture, upright
Duiguid Dr. $325. Also 1 br.
STATE Line Road, 3br, 1
freezer, plus lots
$250. Coleman RE 759- bath.
No pets. Deposit &
4118
more.
references required. Call
AVAILABLE January 1st 753-8943.
2br apts. Equal Housing
VERY Attractive
Opportunity. Call 753- 3br, 1 bath
home Located
1970. Forrestview Apts. on large
farm Home has
Office hours: 10-2 M-F.
w/d hook ups, garage & TENN Land Bargain 14
DUPLEX, 2br. C/H, appli- storage space Available ac/ 1500' creek $19,900
ances & w/d. $500/ month. now No pets Deposit
1st time offered! Very pri1st month discount
required Call after 5pm
vate all wooded w/ scenic
753-0443.
for more information at
creek. Great financing
DUPLEX, Nice quiet loca- 753-7463
call
Only
one
TN
tion 2br, fully applianced
Timberline now 1-800-814C/H/A $420/ month plus
9965, 8190.
Storage Rentals
deposit Jonathan,
TENN MTN Lakefront
753-2571 daytime only
$32,900/ $3,290 down
Selling fast! Beautifully
RED OAKS APTS.
wooded homesite fronting
Special
on pnstine lake in East TN
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
Near town. Easy access
2BR From $325
paved roads, P&T. Bank
Call Today!
appraised Only $283 per
119 Main • 753-6266
753-8668
month, 8% fixed, 15 years
First come, first served'
Call Chelaque 800-8615253, ext 3397.

1995 Honda 300 Fou
wheeler 2 wheel drive
Very good condition. also
1996 - 300EX,
works,
shacks, four stroke tech
motor, many more extras
$2600 each 753-8848
before 9.00PM

1996 FORD Explorer 4dr
4wd, XLT Trim with sport
luxury package Black with
gray interior, excellent condition with only 47,xxx
miles Has new Michelin
tires & extended bumper to
bumper warranty. $19,950
Phone 753-7443 or 7539694

1989 Sunbiro convertible
Good condition $2800
OBO 436-5121 after 3PM
115xxx miles
1993 Beretta 3 1 engine
Clean. 2dr , good tires
Well kept $2.650 4892921
1995 TAURUS Like new
82,xxx
miles
Well
equipped $5750 7532479

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

CLASS/F1
. EO

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Office Building in excellent location in city Office area is
newly renovated and has app. 4000 sq ft.
Office building has six private offices, bathrooms. reception area, conference rooms,open work areas, file and mail
MOTs. kitchen. storage areas and many amenities. New
heat and air units. Excellent condition
CID 1.11bAiYidt IOW lQ

maims dna anal If netdell,

This is a great building with much to offer in a desirable
location
Call for an appointment 270-751-1890

TENNESSEE
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900 Beautifully
spectacular
wooded,
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course! Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested
Low, low financing Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext
6041.

[CLASSIFIED

1982 Jeep CJ-7 with 3
tops Call after 5PM 4896170 or 437-3173
1987 CHEVY SWB with
aluminum wheels & white
letter tires 74,xxx miles
$3250 obo
1989 Nissan 4-wheel drive
$2750 obo
759-0801 or 753-7266
after 5p m
1997 Dodge Ram 1500
Larmie SLT 4x4 Club cab,
loaded pwr everything.
extra clean. 57K miles,
5.9L V-8, red with gray interior, new tires, bedliner,
topper, and side twat
$18,495. 753-8355 or 7599854

1996 FORD Taurus GL
53,xxx miles Perfect condition in & out Must sell do
to divorce $8.000. Call
901-641-0852 after 5p.m.
93 Concorde Excellent
condition $6300 Call 7531052 or 210-4095
1997 GMC Z-71 Ext cab
94 Topaz. 4dr. hunter
20,xxx miles $21.900
green. 52,xxx, loaded 1
270-382-2921
owner, lady driver $5000
Homes For Sale
1978 FORD Thunderbird OBO. 759-5400.
Town Landau Beige/ blue
97 GMC Jimmy LS, V-8.
1750 sqft., 3 bed, 1 bath, Ig
400 cu
V-8 Original auto, 4dr, 4wd.
liv/din w/ fireplace, new
moon-roof.
owner
150,xxx miles all power. Black
gas CH/A.2 1/2 garage 12
wr gray
A-1 Tree Service
$1,495 Robert, 753-9473
interior. 49.000 miles
miles from Fulton. Hwy 94,
Stump removal& tree
Excellent $17,900 270$65,000, relocating, call
spraying
924-9075
419-343-0656
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
1997 FORD XLT 15 pas- Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
YOU SHOW US:
senger van Dual air Garages, Carports, Pole
•Average credit (not perfect)
Excellent condition. Great Barns, Metal Buildings,
•Steady income history
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Church van. $15,950.
&
753-7668- days. 753-4919 Installed
Finished.
WE SHOW YOU
WorkTrWria-hiP.
nights.
•100% loan, no money,
Rates.
94 Plymouth Voyager. Affordable
down
Excellent
condition Licensed
•Flexible, forgiving program
753-7860. 753-9308.
125 xxx $5000 435-4263
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
AFFORQABLE Hauling,
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.
tree work, gutter cleaning,
Used Trucks
etc 436-2867
753-7407
ALL Carpentry Service
1995 3br, 2 bath. North 1992 OLDS AcHiEvA S. 1998 Chevy S-10 LS
From Foundation to
25,xxx
miles.
$11,500
West area. Central gas AUTO, P/L, TILT, CRuiSE.
Finish.
_0130.Please
call
heat- appliances & w/d
18Yrs experience
$2,500. 0130. 757-0912_ (270)767-0556
after
included. Low $80'5. Call
New Construction •
AFTER 5:30PM.
6 OOPM
753-0443.
Remodeling. Repairs*
2BR, 1 bath Gas heat,
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work. AGC
near campus $47,000
Certified.
898-8564 after 7p.m
435-4272
3BR, 2
bath
Brick.
ALL
Carpentry,
All
Maintenance Free. 753Electrical. Home building,
8245.
Get a car you want and credit
additions,
remodeling.
EXCEPTIONAL 3br.
porches,
decks.
Rotten
you
deserve
by calling the
2 bath, brick Double lot,
floors, sagging
roofs
town's edge
Home & Mobile repair,
Easy financing
vinyl siding. References
753-4109/ 759-8093
Licensed & insured. Call
Larry Malmo Day- 7539372. Night- 753-0353.
HOUSE and log cabin on
Accept Visa or Mastercard.
Bethel Rd, north of Murray.
ANTENNAS
Including
753-8350
RV's, TV Towers. rotors,
NEW house w/ 2200 sqft. 5
amplifiers, and accesminutes north of Murray, on
sories.
1 4 acres $117,000. Call
Dish Network & Direct TV
OPER
after 5PM 753-7930. or
Satellite Systems. Sales.
24
753-4499.
0
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
faE
CALL TOLL FREE
502-759-0901.
SWEET5
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available. Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up.
Restricted. 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for private showing today 7532905.

Global Mortgage Link

NEED A CAR?
DIVORCED? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

AUTO LOAN PHONE

CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
FREE

-,
,34011kES'

I EOLOAN

PHONE 877-We-say-OK
7 Minute Approval

877-937-2965

HOUSE FOR SALE
Look Before You Leap

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands: Kenmore. 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways. hauling, foundations. etc 436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks: Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc_ Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.

BASEMENT
SALE

FOR LEASE
Office Building, in Nliirra%

1-800-909-9064

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

CORNER lot, West Grove
Dr and 94W Water, gas,
and electric utilities Priced
to sell 270-767-0895
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
sale, city limits Private
country style living. Watch
for our entrance on 94W.
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040

New, quality built, brick, best appliances, natural gas, in
new restricted North Villa. Ground floor has 2 BR, 1-1/2
baths, 800 ft. upstairs, ready to finish with sheetrock
already on walls, heat, air & plumbing ready to go. All for
$112,000.00. Start the new year here for the rest of your
life.
CALL JIMMY RICKMAN
559-9970 Days • 753-5344 Nights

ABSOLUTE REAL
ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Jan. 8•10:00 a.m.
2528 Cypress Trail, New Concord, KY
(From KY Hwy. 121 S turn onto Cypress Trail at Mt. Cannel Church - Sale
located appmx. I City Block from Cypress Restaurant and Mariana)

Real Estate Sales at 11:00 a.m.
'Private living very near the lake - This property is accessible from
two county roads. Mr Ray Duch will be moving south and is creating this opportunity to own a quiet small place by the shore.
A white wooden fence boarding the drive, leads to the 24x30 cottage.
nice garage and workshop plus a two car carport - Alsofeatured here
is a concrete slab designed to park a camper or motor home with electric water and disposal on site. This well insulated house is tidy
and move in ready. Also selling will be a station wagon with low original mileage,'two wheel trailer well built with light package and
ready to haul, sofa, chairs, china, refrigerator. stove. TV. and lots of
odds and ends.
Ilenou oa Real Estate.' 15% down day of safe. Balance within NI Atm apon delivery of
deed. Personal propert): Fail payment law of tale

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W Dan Farris CAI Auctioneer • Roger Stubblefield

Apprentice

"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 • Hazel. KY •(270) 492-87%
No( revpongibie for occident% Atwormivrtme.not day of sale take prerefience aver
all printed materiels

CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
10% SR Discount Tracy
Manning 435-4006
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions. garages, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding, additions. decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots. all exle
nor cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured,
Completely
Mobile Phone 502-7594734
ELECTRICAL
New construction.
remodeling, or just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link & custom wood
pnvacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
pnces Dock* Farley
759-1519.

-are- -.N. -••••.--61. -411 --•••/--e•
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530

530

Services Wired

amb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICL.'s..a1)IDIME&

Free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line al
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Removal

$49.95
18" Satellite
Systems

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

cl s‘sti

Dish Network
OR
DirecTV

Come see us at ournew location

Free Self Install Kits

408 N. 121h St.

0

It h

DIRECT v

Best Prices On Pars & Cell Phones
(N,xt r,, Pizza Hull

Carpet Installation Inc.
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
0
4
• - hardwood & laminated
floors.
Residential or
Commercial

759-1591
L.P. Gas Refills
Lowest Price In 'him,

B&B Brokers
rim701 South 12th St.
753-4389
New & Used 100 lbs.
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onmdI Santa Project helps families

GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluOnce again, Murray and Callominum gutters gutter supway County have demonstrated
plies, gutter repair and
what a truly caring community this
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West is. With the help of this generous
Ky Seamless Gutters
community; the Santa Project pro753-0278
vided Christmas for 967 needy
LAMB Brothers Moving
children in 466 families.
Contractors, cross country
This is the largest number of
or local Licensed &
families served since'the Santa ProInsured Luke Lamb
ject began in 1992, though the av270-753-2555
erage number of children per fam1-800-636-5262

ever.
In our final tally, we docu-

1001 Whitnell Ave.

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.(AP)
— In a year when pop music was
dominated by teen divas and freshfaced male groups, rock veteran
Carlos Santana has emerged as the
Comeback Kid of 1999.
You might often waver about ideas and ner. Brainstorm; deal with new ideas and
Santana, whose career took off
plans because so much sounds appealing consider which ones to make happen. when his band headlined
at Woodto you. You'll try to squeeze every last Opportunity strikes, but you'll have to stock
in 1969, was showered with,
ounce out of your days. Your commit- put in long or hard hours. Relax and be
ment to living is high. Family life is vital easy with co-workers. Not all of them 10 Grammy nominations on Tuesto your well-being. An investment or have the same agenda as you. Tonight: day for his multi-platinum album,
"Supernatural," including an album
major real estate purchase highlights Fit in a little exercise.
of the year nomination.
your year. If you are single. romance LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
The 52-year-old Santana reknocks on your door this spring. You ***** Listen to your sixth sense
might actually have a choice of two suit- with a partner. who has a lot to offer. ceived more nominations than any
ors. If attached, your relationship bene- Don't negate his ideas, even if you might other group or artist, including the
fits from your "bon vivant" attitude. be' worried about a family discussion. Backstreet Boys, whose "MillenAQUARIUS makes money with you.
Creativity charges up, though you might nium" was the top-selling album of
express it in a more amorous manner. Be 1999. The group had four nominaThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll careful with a flirtation. Tonight: Making tions in all.
Have:
5-Dynamic; • 44-Positive; the most of the moment.
Eighteen-year-old Britney
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Spears, who had the second best**** Last-minute work lands on selling album of 1999 for "... Baby
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
your desk. You find that others might
**** Clear out work as fast as you count on you a little too much. Though One More Time," received two
can. You're overloaded, and others seem you might not be up for a revolution, you nominations, including best new
to keep giving you more to do! When do need to stop always being there. Make artist.
While fans of the Backstreet
you cruise out of the office, you know your health and personal life higher priyou have done your job Well. Schedule orities. Charge your high energy else- Boys and Spears are mainly teens ,
and young adults, Santana appealed
meetings for late afternoon, when others where. lbnight: Head home.
are in a more convivial mood. Tonight: SAGITTARIUS(qv. 22-Dec. 21)
to both baby boomers and young'
Join friends.
**** You might opt for a risk, music fans by fusing his fierce guiTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
despite recent resolutions! Listen to your tar stylings with new stars such as
***** Intuition guides you, and you feelings about a child or a new relation- Dave Matthews and Lauryn Hill.
need to listen. If you want to escape this ship. Be aware that, in your present
"It feels good, like Mr. Bill
weekend, cruise out the door as soon as frame of mind, you could be heading into Cosby with
his show in the '80s, to
you can. Work appears out of nowhere in .murky waters.' Keep communication
relate to all generations," Santana
the later day. Others turn to you to follow active, but avoid additional spending.
said after the nominations were anthrough on key
Understand your limits. Tonight: Out and
about.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use the daytime hours to clear

out any residual work and errands. High
energy, mixed with enthusiasm, allows
you to mow over past restnctions. Check
out a new item for your home. or perhaps
even a new home. Be financially

resourceful. Know that anything is possible! Tonight: Your treat.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You needn't respond to everything you hear. Take your time. You
might not know what to say just yet.
Mull over thoughts and weigh suggestions Later in the day, ideas come forward that you are more comfortable with.
Tonight: Beam in what you want.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Use the daytime hours to pursue
Tonight: Quality time with a loved one
an important happening. Remain sure of
yourself. Understand what your financial
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
***** You find shortcuts where oth- goals are. See the positives of writing a
ers can't. Others discover that you have a business plan. Build on established
different vision about what will succeed ground Don't opt for any unusual ideas.
Extend your lunch hour. relax and get to Take time to think over any money deciknow another better Don't be surprised sions Tonight: Take some time off.
-

"Raising grandchildren is very
difficult. The extras - like Christmas gifts - are just impossible.
Thank you tor your help. You have
made the meaning of Christmas
real for our family."
One note of thanks included the
following poem:
"In the busy world in which we
live,
sometimes filled with greed,
Most folks seems to rush on by
when someone has a need.
Unlike the good Samaritan who
stopped along his way,
We're all in such a hurry to live
each passing day.
Yet in the world of busy folks
God sent his special ones,
I'll like to take this chance to
say

Thanks for all you've done."
"I would like to thank everyone
involved in making my children's
Christmas dreams come true. This
has not been a very good year for
my family,- and all your kindness
has been a blessing from God.
Thank each and every one of you,
anct.God bless you."
"God bless' everyone working
for the people that need help. I
thank you for doing so much for
my family. God bless everyone of
you."
"Our family would like to thank
all of the angels who helped our 'angels' this year and wish everyone
a happy holiday."
"Thank you!! It would not have
been possible to have a Christmas
without this help. I am a single parent with three children with no sup- port other than my 'income. I live
from paycheck to paycheck and depend on God's help for everything
my income doesn't Cover. May
God bless all of you many times
over for doing His work."
"My family would like to thank
each and every one who helped
make my children's wishes come
true. I thought I was too old to believe in Santa but this definitely
proves you're never to old to believe...",
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Santana basks in Grammy glow

if lunch becomes happy hour and then
dinner. News from a distance is important. Tonight: As a duo.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Jan. 7. ***** A partner or associate comes
2000:
through for you in an outstanding man-

even if you do need to clear out work
Your attention means a lot to another

-Thank you for the light that
you bring to my children's eyes.
Sometimes it's difficult to manage
Christmas and all the bills that
come along this time of year.
Thanks to all who contribute time
and energy. They are all gifts from
God. Love and thanks."
"Words cannot express my family's heartfelt thanks. Our community is such a giving place. We
hope to be able to help others next
year. May God bless everyone who
helped with the project." ,
"I want to express my great appreciation for all those special individuals involved with the Santa
Project. You all have helped us
have a wonderful Christmas. God
bless."

CEDCER&TIM_S

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

***** Count on an established relationship in a pinch. You breeze past any
problems because of your ability to keep
goals in sight. Schedule meetings.
Express your opinions confidently. Take
a work friend aside for a key chat. He
needs that personal touch. Tonight: Take
off ASAP
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Others might be loading
requests on you. but you can say no if
you choose. Your social life goes into
high gear, even at the office. Others find
you unusually pleasant to deal with.
Make the most of the easy atmosphere.

of ways as they learned the true
meaning of Christmas.
More than 60 individuals, under
the leadership of Marilyn Barksdale, worked hundreds of hours to
pull together all the resources and
donations so that specific needs and
special wishes of children could be
met as the basement of the First
Baptist Church was transformed
into Santa's Workshop:
The Santa Project is the most
comprehensive broad-based involvement of community partners
of the many collaborative efforts
coordinated by CUBS (Calloway
United Benevolent Services). On
behalf of CUBS, I extend heartfelt
thanks to everyone who helped
Santa reach our needy children.

7534927

HOROSCOPES

items. Others see you as
trustworthy. Enjoy the admiration.
Tonight: A force to bp .dealt with.
GEMINI(May 2e-fune 20)

Coordinator, Calloway Co. Family
Resource Cenkr • CUBS

mented 48 groups (such as Sunday
School classes, youth and ladies
groups) representing 25 community
churches who helped with sponsoring and/or shopping for children. In
addition, 47 other agencies, organizations and institutions in the community helped with sponsorships
and provided a. variety of needed
assistance.
'
Fifty-four businesses and offices
were actively involved in support
Free Column
of the Santa Project, many making
FREE: AKC Adult Chow.
contributions of financial support
759-1668,-or donating MCI L. andise-th-stry=
FREE Kittens! Great pets. ices for inclusion in the Santa
Charles Leroy Eldridge.
boxes and others sponsoring one
753-2579
for more children and families inSANTA'S WORK.. Santa Project volunteers Joanna Adams and
stead of more traditional office gift
Kay W. Ray go over a wish list for a needy family as the project
exchanges.
nears its end Thursday afternoon.
The 245 individuals and families
To understand the full impact of
"It really hurts not to be able to
who personally sponsored or made
the Santa Project, it is important to provide Christmas for my children.
donations of toys. clothing, books,
give the parents of the children a Sickness and loss of work time
Christmas trees and other decorachance to say thank you. The fol- have made me swallow my pride
tions or financial contributions lowing
comments from their thank for their sake. Everyone has been
played a major role in the success
yop notes give insight into what so kind and caring. I don't know
of the Santa Project, as did the
this effort means to the families how to thank you. Next year, God
countless anonymous donors who
served:
willing, I'll be able to help another
participated in the Toys for Tots
"I just wanted to say how much
family who finds themselves in an
campaign, the "New Homes for the Santa Project
has-been a help in
overwhelming situation like mine
Old Friends" stuffed animal effort,
making a better Christmas for my
this year."
and the various Angel Trees in the girls.
Unfortunately, I have a limcommunity.
ited income, so without the help of
"My deepest heartfelt love to all
Student groups from city and the Santa
Project, Christmas of you who worked to help put the
county schools, as well as from wouldn't be possible. Thank yo_t_1.5,0 Santa Project together. We
thank
Murray State, assisted in a variety much."
you and pray God will bless the

cylinder for sale

1

DONNA HER.NEION

ily and the total number of children
LEE'S
is down. It is interesting to compare
the numbers served during the past
CARPET
five
years.
CLEANING
Children: 1999-967; 1998-986-;
Emergency Water
1997-1099; 1996-917; and 1995Removal, Furniture,
854.
FREE Estimates,
Families: 1999-466; 1998-426;
Call Today
1997-426;
1996-412; and 1995753-5827
403.
PLUMBING
Working together, we can avoid
Repairs, fast service.
duplication
and thus serve more
436-5255.
families.
ROOF LEAKING?
The success of the Santa Project
Call
a
professional.
Residential, Commercial or this year was even more impressive
because it involved the largest
Industrial. 270-435-4645.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump number of community partners
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free
estimates. Day or night,
7.53-5484.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethate*
mg, aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
&
bed
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

work of your hands."
"Thank you not only for Christmas for my children, but also for
helping us get beds and blankets
from the Glendale'Church of Christ
Caring and Sharing program. We
hope to be back on our feet soon.
God bless you."

By Pete'

nounced.

"With Cosby, you'd see grandparents, parents, teen-age kids and
little kids watching." he .said.
"Supernatural's' kind of like that,
appealing to all ages. When the
music hits- the heart, there are no
generation gaps."
The native of Tijuana, Mexico,
has many influences. A self-taught
guitarist and the son of a mariachi
player. he listened to the rock and

blues he heard in San Francisco and
mixed them with Mexican rhythms.
His first album, "Santana,"
which included the singles "Jingo"
and "Evil Ways," established his
group's style. "Jingo" was a top 40
hit and was popular on FM underground radio and juke boxes in
Spanish Harlem.
Santana's blazing guitar has
been the 'cornerstone of all the
groups he has formed, beginning in
1966 with the Santana Blues Band.
After his fiery Woodstock gig,.
Santana quickly released three
smash albums, "Santana,"
,"Abraxas" and "Santana III," along
with such hit singles as "Black
Magic Woman" and "Oye Como
Va."
Santana's critical and commercial success waned in the later
1970s as he segued from blues to
more of a jazz-fusion style. But he
remained a prolific recorder and
musical experimenter, winning a
rock instrumental Grammy with
"Blues for Salvador" in 1988 and
writing music for the film "La
Bamba."
"Supernatural" has sold 4.6 million copies, according to SoundScan, which tracks record sales.
Santana's previous bestseller,
"Abraxas" from 1970, took 16
years to hit 4 million copies, a feat
"Supernatural" accomplished in
months.
The single "Smooth," recorded
with Matchbox 20 singer Rob Thomas, was Santana's first No. I hit
and was nominated for record of
the year and pop vocal collaboration. Santana's "Love of My Life,"
featuring Matthews, also was nominated for pop vocal collaboration,
Besides "Smooth," other nominees for record of the year were "I
Want It That Way- by -the Back,

street Boys, "Believe" by Cher,
"Livin' La Vida Loca" by Ricky
Martin and "No Scrubs" by TLC.
Other album of the year nominees were "Fly" by the Dixie
Chicks, "When I Look in Your
Eyes" by Diana Krall and "FanMail" by TLC, which had six
nominations.
Santana, who has only that lone
Grammy win for his work on 29 albums, began his commercial comeback 2 1/2 years ago, when he
teamed up again with Clive Davis,
the head and founder of Arista Records. Davis, who signed Santana
to -his first record contract with
CBS Records in 1969, is the coproducer of"Supernatural."
"He wanted to be on the radio
again," Davis said. "What we tried
to do was half an album of cuts that
spoke for the best of radio-friendly,

vintage Santana, and other cuts
with collaborators that would be
natural and cohesive and who were
influenced by Carlos." The album's success comes at a
rocky time for Davis, who has been
caught in a power struggle with
BMG,which owns Arista.
BMG, which traditionally has a
mandatory retirement age of 60 for
executives, has been trying to appoint a successor for the 66-yearold Davis, a move he has been
fighting. Some top Arista artists
have backed Davis, saying BMG's
effort was an affront to one of the
industry's most respected executives.
As for Santana, he said Tuesday's nominations were gratifying
but that the real honor was that "all
of these incredible people wanted
to work with me."

(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

FOR
I CAN'T G
OFF, iT

We insure farms
Large •Small *Rented
•Owner-occupied
Just as there are many different types of farming
operations, there are many different ways to
insure those farms. Shelter has all-inclusive package policies that include broad multi-risk coverages; or can write more specific coverages such as
fire, lightning,
wind wand hail
storm. Describe
your farm to us;
we'll describe
a policy to protect it.
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Before The Cold Sets In —
Make Sure You're Riding On Good Tires!

Lifeliner STE

A KR

Well always
be there for you

.6 Yr Limited Warranty
•24-Month Free Replacement
.24-Hour Roadside Assictance
.Smooth, Quiet Rode

fj
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400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Harold "Jack" Romaine
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Licensed in KY & TN
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 have end-stage
emphysema. 1 have trouble breathing
and must use oxygen at least 20 hours
a day. My doctors say that nothing can
be done. Would surgery be an option?
DEAR READER: Quite possibly, yes.
Part of the breathlessness associat,d with emphysema and related pulinonary disorders stems from overinflation of lung tissue. Parts of the
lungs fill with large amounts of stale
air that cannot be expelled and replenished. These spaces, which resemble
balloons, compress surrounding normal pulmonary tissue and greatly
increase the work of breathing.
Many medical centers now offer a
procedure called lung volume reduction surgery, during which stretched
and dilated portions of lung are
removed to allow improved function of
remaining
pulmonary
tissue.
Proponents claim
miraculous
improvement: opponents challenge
such findings. Recently, in the journal
Thorax (1999; vol. 541, British investigators reviewed the literature on lung
volume reduction surgery. They concluded that "LVRS appears to represent a promising option in the management of patients with severe end stage emphysema."
If you wish to consider such thera
I JY, ask your doctors to refer you to
a
major medical center where LVRS is
performed. You may well be a suitable
candidate for the procedure. Let me
know how this works out. To give you
related information, 1 am sending you
a copy of my Health Report "Living
with Chronic Lung Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 was recently
found to have a mass in my left lung.
After an array of CT scans a_nd_other
tests, I underwent a biopsy.
Apparently, the doctors expected to
find lung cancer, and they were surprised that the biopsy showed lipoid
pneumonia. What is this disease'?
DEAR READER: While being swallowed, oily substances — most often
mineral oil, which is present in some
laxatives — sometimes trickle down
the wrong tube and enter the trachea
(windpipe), after which the stuff settles in lung tissue. There the oily
material causes both acute and chron-
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DEAR ABBY

lc inflammation, hence the name
lipoid pneumonia.
This unusual condition was first discovered in 1925, when the use of
petroleum-containing nasal medication was popular medical therapy.
Lipoid pneumonia continued to be a
health problem until the 1950s: now it
is a rarity The most common cause of
lipoid pneumonia these days is the
aspiration of mineral, vegetable or
animal oil -- or the use of nasal petroleum jelly. The condition has also
been seen in people who use excessive quantities of lip balm. It has been
reported in a pilot who sealed his
high-altitude oxygen mask with petroleum jelly, in a singer who lubricated
his vocal cords with mineral oil, in an
elderly woman who sprayed household lubricant on her skin to relieve
stiff joints, and in tobacco chewers in
Guyana (where tobacco leaves are
coated with petroleum jelly to moisturize them and enhance their flavor).
Lipoid pneumonia causes cough
and fever. The most successful treatment is surgical resection of the
inflamed area.
Miff NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Concerned Daughter-in -Law,"
whose mother-in-law continued to
smoke after being diagnosed with
emphysema and deteriorating
lungs, brought back some painful
memories for me.
My mother was diagnosed with
the same condition and she, too,
continued to smoke. Her reason was
that she was going to die anyway,
so she might as well enjoy the only
little "pleasure" left in life. It tore at
my heart to watch her take her
oxygen treatment from the machine
beside her chair and, afterward,
reach for her cigarettes.
She had to use a walker to navigate the 20 or so steps from her
chair to the bathroom. When she
returned, she was gasping for
breath as if she had run the marathon. How I wished that any young
person just beginning to smoke
could see her — and possibly keep
from making the same mistake. It
took her three long years to die
from this horrible disease.
Abby, please continue your campaign to discourage young people
from starting this terrible, addictive
habit, so their loved ones will not
have to go through the pain of
watching them die a slow, painful
death.
CAROL MASON,
COSTA MESA,CALIF.

LOOKING BACK

"cool," or grown-up, breaking
the habit may require not only
iron will, but medical intervention. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to the reader whose mother-in-law
was diagnosed with emphysema
and continued smoking.
When I was an actively practicing pharmacist, I saw similar scenarios with several people who were
unable to give up nicotine in the
face of the additional stress of the
diagnosis. However, some of them
were able to switch to "cleaner" alternatives such as a nicotine patch,
gum or inhaler and avoid the pollutants of cigarettes that cause lung
damage. (They were also not dangerous around oxygen tanks.)
Their doctors were willing to continue the prescriptions as long as
necessary so their patients would
avoid cigarettes. If "Concerned"
really cannot get her mother-in-law
to seek a second opinion right now,
perhaps she could suggest one of
these alternatives.
ELAINE DISNEY,
CARROLLTON,TEXAS
DEAR ELAINE: What a terrific suggestion, and I hope it
will spark interest in anyone
who has been advised by a
doctor to quit smoking — but
has tried and failed.

Ten years ago
.An industrial speculation building in Murray's industrial park will
become an employment training
center for out-of-work area job
seekers, according to a resolution
passed by the Murray-Calloway
County Economic Development
Corporation.
Births reported include a girl to
Linda and Otis Watson, a girl to
Joan and Jii0 Beard, a boy to Shirley and Frankie Scott, and a boy to
Tammy and Ricky Burkeen, Dec.
30; a girl to Lori and Robert Dial
and a girl to Cheryl and Stuart
Naulty, Jan. I.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Bill Whittaker, Dr, David C.
Roos, Dr. Walter E. Mischke Jr.,
the Rev. Martin Mattingly and Dr.
Paul Blankenship are new officers
of the Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Treas will
be married 50 years Jan. II.
Kathy Halford and Joe Wayne
Thweatt were married recently at
Memorial Baptist Church.
In high school basketball games,
Murray High girls beat Mayfield.
High team scorers were Tonya Alexander and Jann Washer for Murray and Shelton for Mayfield.
Thirty years ago A major snowstorm plowed into
Calloway County today covering
the county with three inches of
snow as of 10:30 this morning and
snow till falling. All Calloway
County schools are closed.
Airman First Class Dan Jones is
serving with the Air Force at Lack-

DEAR CAROL: You have my
promise — as long as there is
breath in my body — that I will
do exactly that. But first,
another warning: No one should
ever "light up" in the vicinity of
supplemental oxygen, which is
extremely flammable. I heard
about a woman who received
third-degree burns to her face
because she lit a cigarette before her oxygen was completely
turned off and the flames
CONTRACT BRIDGE
melted the plastic breathing
tubes onto her skin.
What young smokers fail to
realize is that smoking causes
changes in brain chemistry and
creates a dependency. Tobacco
ace and next played the ace of
companies recruit new smokers South dealer.
trumps. East would show out, and
to replace the ones who escape Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
when he later turned up with all
the tentacles of the addiction,
• 2
or who die from smokingfour missing diamonds, you would
VA 107 3
related illnesses. So, while
wind up losing a trump trick and a
• K 105 4
adolescents and teens may take
diamond trick for down one. It is
up the habit to appear "hot,"
4A 98
true that you can make six hearts
WEST
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if you lead a low trump to your king
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Q 10 9 7 4 at trick two, instead of playing the
DAILY COMICS
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—
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•—
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THE WHOLE EVENING
•—
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has the J-9-8-2 of diamonds!
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The bidding:
Why do you do this? Because you're.
South
West
North
East certain to make the slam if East
IV
3V
Pass
Pass
does not have four diamonds, so
6,
ibrao
y,ou should assume !hat's what he
' • 1/P sv
Opening lead — five of clubs.
-'has and proceed accordingly.
Assume you get to six hearts
Once it's granted that West is
and West leads The five of clubs. void of diamonds, you should disWhen dummy comes down, your miss the possibility that West is
first reaction might be that you'd also void of hearts. He would have
rather be in seven hearts than six. 13 black cards in that case and
CATHY
After all, the odds are greatly in would almost surely have bid somefavor of making all the tricks.
thing over one heart.
A GERM OF AN IDEA..
...PASSED FROM
...GROWING AND SPREADTHE FIRST BIG FLU
However, you should not allow
It therefore follows that if eiPERSON TO PERSON...
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OF 2000
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land AFB, Texas, He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. G.B. Jones.
Births reported include a girl to
Lt. and Mrs. Vernon Shaw Stubblefield, Dec. 26: a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Sims, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Miller and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Driver, Dec.
30; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Higgins. Dec. 3 I .
Forty years ago
A heavy snowfall struck Calloway County and the general area
yesterday and last night measuring
to a depth of at least four inches.
Calloway County schools and College High School are closed because of the dangerous conditions
of the roads and highways.
James H. Blalock, Calloway
Circuit Court Clerk, said beginning
this month, drivers' licenses are to
be renewed in the birth month of
the driver.
Murray Lions Club members delivered 45 poinsettias to shut-ins
during the hohdays.
Fifty years ago
Freezing sleet in Calloway
County and West Kentucky turned
the area into an ice landscape on
Jan. 4 with a low teMperature of 25
degrees. The icy conditions of the
streets and roads continued today
with Calloway-County schools and
Murray Training School closed.
In high school basketball games
Almo beat Murray Training and
Brewers beat Kirksey. High team
scorers were Joe Miller for AttnO,
Waldrop for Murray Training,
Sutherland for Brewers and Usrey
for Kirkscy.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 6, the
sixth day of 2000. There are 360
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 6, 1912, New Mexico
became the 47th state.
On this date:
In 1412, according to tradition.
Joan of Arc was born in Domremy.
In 1540, England's King Henry
VIII took his fourth wife, Anne of
Cleves. The marriage lasted about
six months.
In 1759, George Washington
and Martha Dandridge Custis were
married.
In 1838, Samuel Morse first
publicly demonstrated his telegraph, in Morristown, N.J.
In 1919, Theodore Roosevelt,
the 26th U.S. president, died in
Oyster Bay, N.Y., at age 60.
•
In 1942, the Pan American Airways "Pacific Clipper" arrived in
New York after completing the first
round-the-world trip by a commercial airplane.
In 1945, George Herbert Walker
Bush married Barbara Pierce in
Rye, N.Y.
In 1950, Britain recognized the
Communist government of China.
In f967, U.S. Marines and South
Vietnamese troops launched Operation "Deckhouse V," an offensive
in the Mekong River delta.
In 1993, ballet dancer Rudolf
Nureyev died in Paris at age 54;
jallz trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie died
in Englewood, N.J., at age 75.
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Globetrotters to perform Jan.9
The Harlem Globetrotters will
perform at the Regional Special
Events Center Jan. 9 in Murray as
part of their 1999-2000 North
American Tour. The Globetrotters
take the court at 2 p.m. against the
New York Nationals.

PIANO RECITAL - Students of Ellie Brown featured in a recital
Dec. 18 at the Murray State University Farrell Recital Hall were,
from left, Brittany McClure, Shannon Elias, Maggie Tate, All
Adams, Sarah Crouch, Alexandria Farris, Heather McClure,
Kayla Sinith, Tricia Taylor and Alexandra Bloodworth. Not pictured are Keaton Tate, Alex Adams, Zach Buck, Jameson Massey and Lisa Cloud.

Known as the most popular,
most recognized and most revered
basketball team in the world, the
Globetrotters have brought smiles
and laughter to families and fans
for over 70 years.
Players will sign autographs for
fans after the game.
Reserved seats are available
now in Murray at the Regional Special Events Center Box Office, Readmort Book-N-Card and the Student Government Office in the
MSU Curris Center. Other locations include Ginger's Hallmark in
THE HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS
Mayfield, Disc Jockey in Paducah
and the Tennessee Pit Stop in Paris,
Discounts are also available for credit card, call (270) 762-5555.
For more information, visit
Ttnn.
, groups of 20 or-more. To order by

RSEC's web site at www.murraystate.eduirsec/home.htm.

BY SUPPORTING THE ARTS
YOU SUPPORT OUR COMMUNITY

N
VIOLIN RECITAL - Conny Ottway's violin students recently
played in an informal concert in the lobby of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Those participating were, from left, front
row, Chase Bolen, Chelsea Bolen, Whitley Evans, Jourdon
Griffith, Abby Murdock, back row, Michelle Jarvis, Robin
Thweatt, Jonathon Barrett, Lindsey Paschall and Conny
Ottway.

Theatre to hold
comedy auditions
Auditions for the comedy "The
Nerd," written by playwright Larry
Shue (who- also wrote "The Foreigner") will be held Jan. 10-11 at 7
p.m. in the Studio- Theatre.
."The Nerd" takes place in the
apartment of architect Willum Cubbert. Willum's life is stuck in a rut.
It is Willum's 34th birthday and his
girlfriend. Tansy. and best friend,
Axel, try to cheer him up and convince him to take a chance with a
big new offer that has come his
way.
His biggest client, Waldgrave,
and his wife. Clelia, and son, Thor,
are on their way to join the birthday
festivities. As Willum checks his
phone messages he finds that the
man who saved his life during the
war, Rick Steadman. is in town and
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plans to stop by later that evening'.
Willum was unconscious when
his life was saved and has never
met Rick and never had the chance
to say thank you. Rick shows up
later that evening and proceeds to
take over Willum's entire life. Rick
is the quintessential "nerd."

It's sour Choice!

NEW YEAR1 DAY S
SALE HELD OVER146
DAYS! SALE END MONDAY AT CLOS

Needed are three men ages 2060. two women ages 20-50 and a
boy age 9-13. A'uditionees will be
asked to read from the script. Stacey Ricketts Stratton will direct the
production.
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For additional information about
auditions, call the MHT box office
at 444- 6828.
"The Nerd" will be performed
March 2-19 and is sponsored by
Continental General Tire.
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light Cabaret's director/producer
Shirley T. Johnson and Artistic Director Kristi Wahl.

Curtain time is at 7:30 each evening at the lodge. Reservations can
he made at(270)436-2399.

actihr

Ashley
Dinettes
Start as law as

stress precision and discipline in piano playing. 1 stress having fun."
he said. "And- while precision is vital for classical music, this method
is most suitable for playing pop
music of all kinds, from pop to gosProfessional pianist Bernie
pel to blues and boogie-woogie."
Schweickart will teach an "Instant'
Students will learn how to use
Piano Workshop." He will follow
chords instead of the traditional
up that class with a "Play Piano by
note-for-note method. .
Ear Workshop."
The "Instant Piano Workshop"
Your former piano teacher meets from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
might not approve. but it is possible The "Play Piano by Ear Workshop"
to learn to play the piano without meets from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
reading a lot of music. According
For more information, or to regto Schwcickart. this method differs ister. contact the Center for Confrom traditional piano studies.
tinuing Education at (270) 762"While most piano teachers 3662.

Twilight Cabaret's second mystery winter runs Fridays and Saturdays, Jan. 14-15, 21-22, 28-29 and
Feb.
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• G.E.
• Keller
• Klausnner
• La-Z-Boy
• American Sleep
• Pennsylvania
House

Murray Stare University's Center for Continuing Education recently announced two piano workshops to be offered Jan. 15 in the
Curris Center.

Coming Jan. 14 to Kenlake State
-Resort Park, it's Twilight Cabaret
Productions "Murder in Green,
Meadows." The mystery/comedy is
by Douglas Post.
"Murder in Green Meadows" is
a psychological thriller set in a suburb of Chicago. It's presented as a
dessert theater offering at Kenlake
Lodge's Conference Room A. The
cast of four actors is led by Twi-
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